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interacting with fisheries.

TheMarineMammal
Protection Act MMPA!
of l972,

however, provided complete protection to all marine mammals
with a few exceptions. In the context of marine mammal-fisheriesconflicts, these exceptions
were the return of managementto states and the issuance of permits to fishermen

for takng marine mammals
incidental to commercialfishing operations. States
can regain the authority to manageincluding lethal taking! specific marine
mammal
populations if they can showreasonable evidence that the population is
abovethe maximum
net productivity MNP!and if the effects of management
will
not reduce it below MNP. Only Alaska has attempted to obtain the return of
managementfor some species of marine mammals,but differences in State and

Federal regulations regarding the definition
implementation.
for many states.

of a subsistence hunter prevented

The required data would be difficult
and expensive to procure
The return of' managementstrictly
for the lethal taking of

marine mammals
to reduce fisheries would also be unpopu1arand would be opposed
by many public interest groups. The inability
to effectively
regulate populations of' marine mamnalshas led to many discussions regarding alternative solutions

to

the

conflicts.

Possib'le solutions to the problem of incidental take of marine mammalsand
damageto gear and catch are ! modifications of fishing gear, methods, or
locations, ! the use of systems designed to repel marine mammalsfrom areas of
fishing or to condition them to avoid these areas, and ! removal of specific
individual animals by capture and translocation or killing.
Modification of
methods and gear used in the tuna fishery have substantially reduced mortality
of cetaceans in the eastern tropical Pacific University of Oregon Law School

1977!. Troll and gill

net fisheries,

however, have not been able to makeany

changes in gear or methods which have reduced the conflicts

with pinnipeds.

the other hand, ocean drift gi11 net closures around areas of pinniped concentrations e.g., San Miguel Island! have reduced California sea lion mor-

On

talities
in California.
It has becomeapparent that in many fisheries a small
number of individuals are responsible for a larger portion of the interactions.
Removingor repelling these individuals has proven difficult
S. J. Jeffries,

personal communication!. Since 1977, researchers have attempted to develop a
system for repelling pinnipeds from specific fishing areas. Such a system
would be an appropriate solution to the problem of seals taking fish from

fishermen and to the incidental take of marine mammals
by fisheries.

The production of underwater sounds, as warnings or irritants,
has often
been considered a promising method of repelling marine mammals
~ Most marine
mammalshave excellent hearing and live in a medium which efficiently
transmits
sound. At first,
sounds of a predator killer
whales! where used to repel belu-

gas Fish and Vania 1971! and gray whales Cummingsand Thomson1971!. Without
positive reinforcement sighting a killer
whale!, however, the animals soon
learned that no killer whales were in the area. Another choice was to develop
a high-amplitude acoustic signal to repel marine mammals,either by disturbing
them or by causing auditory pain.
Seal bombs underwater explosives!,

which produce a flash

of light

and a

high amplitude sound, have been used in somecases to successfully frighten pinnipeds from fishing activities.
Cracker shells airborne explosives! are shot
from a shotgun, usually over the heads of pinnipeds in the water. Both explosives have been intermittently
used in fisheries, with somedegree of success.
Eo use them, however, requires a person to continually interrupt his or her

fishing activities

or dedicate someonecompletely to the task of discharging

explosives ~ The signal

produced from these devices

is also not well matched to

the moresensitive portions of the rangeof pinniped hearing.

The increasing number of conflicts
fisheries

and aquaculture

an adequate repellent

facilities

provided

of pinnipeds with salmon gill

in the

Pacific

Northwest

and the

net
lack

of

the impetus for the development of a new under-

water acoustic deterrent Hate et al, in this volume!. The use of an irritating
or potentially harmful underwater, nonbiological signal was first attempted by
by Anderson and Hawkins 978!, but the signal was unsuccessful in deterr ing
seals. The use of high-frequency greater than 2 kHz! sounds to repel marine
mammals has the advantage of localized
application,
since they are attenuated
more rapidly than low-frequency sounds and they may be targeted to individuals
directly
involved in conflicts
with the fishery.
In addition,
the use of
acoustical
deterrents
is at the whim of the operator and can be intermittent.
These characteristics
made this technique a logical
choice to develop, even
though earlier
attempts by Anderson and Hawkins had not been successful.
The
result was an acoustical
harassment device AHD! which produced randomly spaced
pulses of 12- to 17-kHz tones.
The papers in this volume were presented at a workshop to review the
results of six years of experimentation
and use of the AHD. The meeting brought
together acousticians,
aquaculturists,
behaviorists,
and biologists
to evaluate
the current state of acoustical
harassment of marine mammals see the list of
participants
in the appendix!.
The objectives
of the workshop were to assess
the

effectiveness

of the

AHD, review

other

forms

of acoustical

recommend future research needs and possible modifications
review other techniques of marine mammal harassment .

harassment,

to the AHD, and

The first
two papers are a review of sound propagation in water by Greenlaw
and Thomas. The third paper, by Nate et al., is a description
of the AHD and
the results of its first
testing
in laboratory
and field settings.
The subsequent papers are divided into research and applied uses of the AHD. Geiger
and Jeffries
report the results of three years of testing the AHD in Washington.
Hanan

and Scholl

describe

the

use

of

the

AHD and

in fisherie;
off California.
Harvey et al.
barrier to seals entering an Oregon bay.

tested

alternative

forms

of

harassment

the use of the AHD as a

The AHD has been used at a number of aquaculture facilities
along the west
coast of North America. The results of the use of the AHD at the OreAqua facility in Newport, Oregon, and at the Anadromous facility
in Coos Bay, Oregon, are
presented by Rivinus and by Greenke and Vanslyke, respectively.
Awbrey and Thomas report on the acoustical testing of the sound propagation
from the AHD, seal bombs, and cracker shells.
Pryor, a behavioral
biologist,
discusses the factors involved in conditioning
animals.
And Greenlaw reviews
the highlights
of the workshop. Greenlaw's assessment of future application
strategies
should be especially
noted by any future researchers.
The use of
conditioning
stimuli
and variable reinforcement
schedules will reduce habituation by prolonging the effectiveness
of negative reinforcements
like the AHD
and create anxiety for the animal s. These effects may be compounded by using
multiple

ditioning

AHDs in different

tools

to "train"

junct i on wit h other

locations.

dissuade!

negat i ve st imul i.

AHDs may best

be used as operant

nuisance animals from target

con-

areas in con-
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when the AHDwas operating than when it was off.

Four years after the initial

use of the AHDat the experimental hatchery, predation rates were equal for
periods with and without the AHDin use. Corwnercialhatcheries also reported

that greater numbers of seals appeared to be unaffected by the sounds produced
from AHDs.

There are at least

four

tiveness of the AHD: !

possible

reasons for this

decline

in the effec-

individual seals are deaf or have impaired hearing;

! seals have becomehabituated to the sounds; ! the AHDnow serves as a conditioning reinforcer, signaling the seals where fish are being caught; and ! the
sounds produce only an initial
startle response because sounds from the AHDare
insufficient
to cause pain.
Improvements in the AHDwhich would increase the perceived loudness are

!

increasing the power e.g., by decreasing broad band frequencies, increasing

the pulse length, or focusing the sound,! !

increasing the number of sound

sources and using them in a randomschedule, and ! building in a conditioning
stimulus, such as a buzzer, which would be activated to train culprit animals
before the AHD'spulsed signal was applied on a randomschedule! to prolong its
effectiveness

as a negative

stiumlus.

The AHDhas not proved to be an effective deterrent over long periods of
use. Harbor seals are extremely wary animals, and the AHDmay only serve to
disrupt their normal activities
until they becomefamiliar with it.
It has,
however, been the most successful nonlethal method used to date in alleviating
or lessening

some marine mammal conflicts

Alternative

Methods

with

of

fisheries.

Deterrence

Killer whale Orcinus oreg! sounds have been used to deter somemarine mama
i
iii
~iii
.i
iii
i
but the technique is not effective over the long term for several reasons:
there is no reinforcement, some pinnipeds can differentiate
between the actual
killer whale sounds and recordings, and the killer whale sounds may also scare
salmon. Killer whale sounds may be used effectively
in small channels for short
periods of time, but not in large estuaries or the ocean for prolonged periods.
Coupling the sounds with the silhouettes

effectiveness

of killer

whales has not increased

the

of this technique.

Cracker shells have been used to repel seals and sea lions.
They are
marginally successful in frightening animals for short periods of time
approximately 3-4 min.!.
Unless the animal has its head out of the water or is
directly under the explosion, it may not hear the device or respond to it.
Cracker shells also are somewhatdangerous and labor intensive.
Seal bombs, which explode 2-3 m underwater, produce a signal which is less
than 2 kHz in frequency and approximately 19O dB at the source. They also
generate some 1 ight when they explode. These expl osi ves, 1 ike the cracker
shells, have been used for years in certain fisheries.
They also can be
dangerous and somewhat labor

intensive.

Some evidence exists

that

seal bombs

also scare salmon because the frequency produced is within the hearing range of
fish.

The use of lights

to deter pinnipeds and possibly to attract

fish has been

discussed. Flashing blue and greenlights scare fish, while red and amber

lights attract fish.

deleterious

effects

The urge to migrate for fish, however, may override any

of flashing

lights.

The disadvantages of this method are

that light is poorly transmitted
in most nearshore waters and estuaries and that
the presence and location of the animal underwater needs to be known to activate

the lights,

unless the system runs continually.

Recently,

there

has been some interest

taste aversion have used lithium

fish.

chloride

in chemical deterrence.

l iCl!

Tests of

which has been injected

into

Thesedosed fish are then inadvertently taken by pinnipeds feeding on

caught fish

off

sportfishing

boats in California.

This method has the advan-

tages of being individual specific, nonlethal, and applied only occasionally.
It may be coupled with an acoustic signal which would act as the conditioning
stimulus. This method may be hazardous if fish dosed with LiCI are inadvertently
consumed by humans.

Taste aversion

may not reduce the number of conflicts

the number of new pinni peds arriving in the fishery
conditioned.
This method may prove to be effective
of predation only on line-caught fish.

if

is equal to the number being
in reducing the incidences

Lethal means of removing indi vidual marine mammalsfrom inter acting with
fisheries may remain the most effective method in many cases. It is probably
the most cast-effective.
The potential for death is the strongest enforcer, and
this

has lead to pinnipeds

being conditioned

to activities

of certain

boats used

by seal hunters. The use of a conditioning stimulus, such as a signal from an
AHD, may strengthen the effectiveness of the periodic use of a gunshot. Lethal
methods, however, have strong disadvantages, which include safety and public
reaction.

Ne ative

Conditionin

A great deal of time and money has been spent on assessing marine mammalfishery interactions and devising possible solutions to the problem. The general
consensus is that in some cases there may be little
economic loss to the fishery
and that

in most cases

conflicts . The
cost

solution

and time-effective

using lethal
is pr actical.

a small

number of marine

is, therefore,

mamnals are involved

in the

to deal with these few individuals,

method can be devised.

The individuals

if a

can be removed

means. This is both permanent and sometimes the only method which
Marine mammals, however, are also a source

of concern for much of

the public, and for this reason nonlethal methods were sought to alleviate
conflicts.
It has proven difficult
to produce an effective nonlethal method of
deterring marine mammalsfrom fisheries because these animals are highly
intelligent,

mobile,

and difficult

to observe.

It

has become obvious that

with

all the nonlethal methods used, the animals becomehabituated to or tolerant of
the deterrent, rendering the method ineffective.
Keeping the negative stimulus
effective is the main challenge, and effectively
administered behavioral conditioning is the most likely solution.
Behavioral conditioning makes use of either positive or negative reinforcement. Positive reinforcement would not be useful in this case, because there
is nothing the marine mammalwants more than the fish.
A negative reinforcement
is needed to alter the marine mammal
's behavior in taking caught fish.
Perhaps
the most powerful

form of negative

reinforcement

involves

the use of a variable

schedule, conditioning stimulus.
A conditioning stimulus i.e.,
threat!
sented, which is sometimes followed by a negative stimulus e.g., pain!.

is preThe

animal learns to associate the conditioning stimulus with the negative stimulus.

In the case of taste aversion, the conection between conditioned and negative
stimuli
is stronger if the time between ingestion of the food and illness
is

short, if the illness
may be more effective
tive

stimulus

is severe, and if the food is exotic.
Variable scheduling
because the animals will have less exposure to the nega-

and therefore

less

time

to

become

habituated.

The effectiveness

of the conditioned response can be tested by measuring the time between the conditioning and administration of negative stimuli.
As the animals associate the
conditioning stimulus with the negative stimulus, they will becomemore sensitized

to the conditioning.

The use of behavioral

conditioning

is just

now being applied

to marine mam-

mal conflicts with fisheries.
Coupling an auditory signal with a negative stimulus e.g., acoustical pulse, LiC1 in fish! may keep the negative stimulus
novel, reduce habituation, and successfully deter most individual marine mammal
conf 1 f cts.

Psychoacousticsand Pinnipeds
CharlesF.Greenlaw,CMI-Cascade,
Philomath,
Oregon

Early in the development of acoustic aversion techniques for seals, it was
thought that the sounds produced might be painful to the animal and thus induce
it

to remove to some "effective"

distance

from the sound source.

The effective

range of the unit would then be adjustable by changing the output level. This
opinion is not uncommon
amongusers even today. The purpose of this note is to
discuss the concept of loudness versus sound intensity and to suggest that it
is very unlikely that pain reactions are responsible for the success of acoustic
aversion.
In doing so, I hope to offer some insight into potential causes of
failure

when acoustic

aversion

Part

I:

is

not

Estimates

successful.

of

Hearing

Thresholds

A voluminous body of experimental data exists on the humanear. Numerous
measurementspermit the establishment of "average" characteristics
of' human
hearing such as thresholds of audibility,
thresholds of pain, and critical
bands. The sum total of equi valent data for pi nni peds appears to be measurements often on a single animal! of the threshold of audibility
as a function of
frequency.

Pi nni ped ears are basically

terrestrial

ears, only partly

compared, say, to odontocete cetacean ears!.

humanears although the frequency range is slightly

of this analysis I shall

adapted to water

They are similar in structure to
different.

For the purposes

assumethat pinniped ears are substantially identical

to humanears. This assumption is not critical
to the analysis; I have estimated only plausible bounds here and ! make no pretense of absolute accuracy.
The major reason for assuming similarity
is to permit extrapolation from the
vast body of pyschoacoustical

research

on human ears.

To begin,, it is worthwhile to understandthe relationships amongacoustic
variables

and the medium that

carries

sound waves.

Most acoustic

sensors

measurepressure, converting pressure changesin the mediumto voltage changes
that may be displayed or recorded. It is also possible to design acoustic sensors that respond to the motion of water particles
e .g., the lateral line

systemof fishes! or to the intensity of the sound e.g., the Rayleighdisk!.

Pressure, particle motion amplitude, and intensity are all possible descriptors
of sound wave.'. They are related to each other as follows:
P = pcs!A

I=P/cc

where P is pressure, A is particle motion amplitude, I is intensity, p is the
density of the medium,c is sound speed in the medium,and ~ is 2~ times the

frequencyof the sound. If A is in meters, p in kg/m3,andc in m/sec, then P

is in units of Pascals Newtons/m! and I is in units of watts/m2. The plethora
of units used in acoustics is confusing;
the

use of these

units

I will

attempt to remain consistent in

here.

The commonunit for pressure in underwater sound is the r Pa micro-Pascal
or IO ~ Pascals!.
Because of the wide range of sound pressures found in

acoustics,
level

of

a logarithmic
a sound

is

defined

scale

decibels,

or dB! is generally employed. The

as

L = 20 Log P/Po!
= 10 Log I/Io!
where Po is the reference pressure 1 p Pa! and Io is a reference intensity.
Logarithms to the base 10 are used. The pressure level corresponding to a
pressure of 20 pPa would be expressed as +26 dB//q Pa, where the // means
"referred

to"

and the reference

pressure

is stated

as 1 wPa.

The reference

intensity in air is commonlytaken as 10 ~z W/mz; in water the reference intensity is usually taken as the intensity of a 1 wPa pressure sound, approximately
6.7 X 10 " W/m . Intensity
is seldom used explicitly
in underwater acoustics.
The decibel

that

is

1 dB is just

a convenient

measure for

humans. That is, humanscan fairly

reliably

than another tone of the same frequency

in intensity.
difference,"

another

about the minimum detectable
if

This level-discrimination

reason

difference

as well ~

It

happens

for pure tones in

determine that one tone is louder
the louder tone is about 1 dB greater

threshold is termed a "just

noti cable

or JND.

It is important to note the effect of the mediumon the properties of the
sound. For example, the product oc in air is 415 rayls while the corresponding
value in water is 1,500,000 rayls.
Thus a given pressure produces a sound of
much higher intensity in air than in water. The particle motion in air is
nearly 4009 times that of a sound of equal pressure in water.
Measurements of human hearing

in air

have shown that

the maximum sen-

sitivity
to sounds occurs in the frequency range of 1-6 kHz. Within this frequency range, sounds as faint as 20 uPa pressure are just audible. The
intensity of this sound is about 10
W/m and the particle motion is about 10
m. At ver y low and very high frequencies, this threshold of audibility

increases by several orders of magnitude. For example, the minimumdetectable
sound intensity at 50 Hz is nearly a million times as great as it is at 3000 Hz.
At the most sensitive frequency, the minimumdetectable sound is very close to
the sound levels produced by thermal agitation of air molecules.

The soundlevels that cause pain this definition

is clearly subjective!

tend not to be strongly influenced by frequency; the threshold of pain is about
20 X 10~ uPa over the entire frequency range of the ear. The corresponding

soundintensity is about 1 W/m and the particle motion amplitude is ca. 10 s m.
Damage
to the ear occurs at sound intensities of about 10,000 w/mz.
The levels given above refer to sound field

properties

impinging upon the

outside of the ear.
Levels at the eardrum can be as much as 20 dB higher
because of resonance in the ear canals The ear canal forms a closed tube with
the eardrum at one end and the sound source at the open end. Resonance in the

ear canal produces a broad resonance centered at about 6 kHz in air.

nance phenomenon
amplifies the sound intensity

This reso-

pressure, amplitude! at the

eardrum. Whenthe humanear is submergedin water, the resonance of the ear
canal occurs at around 13-14 kHz. The resonant
loss in response at these frequencies.

gai n may partially

offset

the

Thresholds of audibility
have been measured for divers submergedin water
but these data are not readily available.
For present purposes, it is instructive
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to estimate

these values from the accepted standard values in air.

It will

also provide
terrestrial

some insight

into

which descriptor

of sound is pertinent

to

ears.

If the ear responds to pressure, then the only difference
between the
thresholds of audibility
in air and water would be the effects of ear canal
resonance.
Resonance would still
occur, but at a frequency of about 13-14 kHz,
where the threshold of audibility
is much hi gher than at lower frequencies.
Thus we would xpect the threshold of audibility
in water to be about 10-20 dB
higher than in air, ca. 63-200 q Pa or +36-46 dB//pPa at 1000 Hz. Mechanical
mismatch

effects

even higher.
bandwidth"!.
threshold

between

the

eardrum

and the

water

could

raise

this

threshold

Ambient noise at 1000 Hz is about +62 dB//pPa in one "critical
The difference between the ambient noise level and this presumed!

of audibility

is about equal to the average noise level

in a quiet

office.

If the ear responds to intensity,
then the threshold of audibility
in
water corresponding to 10-» W/m>would be a pressure level of +72 dB//uPa.
This is a plausible

conservative

estimate.

If the ear responds to particle

motion amplitude, then the pressure level

corresponding to 10- ' m is +109 dB//v,Pa. The intensity of this soundwould be
about 6 X 10 ~ W/m~.

This is probably

an upper limit

estimate.

Measurementsof pinnipeds suggests maximal sensitivities
+65 dB//>Pa for
lions

seals and about +80 dB//pPa for

are consistent

with

the

estimate

for

sea lions.

humans above,

on the order of
The values for

assuming

sea

intensity

to

be the relevant parameter, suggesting a close similarity
with humanears. Seals
appear to have ears better adapted to underwater hearing and are some 15 dB more
sensitive

to

faint

sounds.

Humans

Now, if we assumethat the threshold of pain is still
about +120 dB above
the threshold of audibility,
then we can estimate the lower bound for this
threshold, in water, to be approximately +192 dB//qPa. Recall that the threshold
of damage is perhaps 40 dB higher
This lower-bound estimate

still.

of the threshold

of pai n is

comparable to the

output of an acoustic aversion device operating at about 100-200 watts
electrical!
power. Close to the transducer, then, it would seem possible to
induce pain in a human.

Seal s

If the threshold of pain for seals is about +120 dB above the threshold of
audibility,
as in humans, then pressure levels greater than about +185 dB//pPa
should cause pain. These levels would be found about 2 m away from an AHO
transducer

operating

at 100-200 watts ~

Sea Lions

With the same assumptions, we can estimate the threshold of pain for sea
lions
range

at about +200 dB//p Pa.

These levels

are not produced by most AHDs, at any

.
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Part

II.

Generatin

Intense

Sounds in Water

Dur estimates of the sound levels required to create "pain" sensations in
seals,

humans, and sea lions

are

seals
humans
sea lions

+185 dB//uPa
+192 dB//~Pa
+200 dB//>Pa

It would be interesting to estimate the sort of acoustic system that would be
required to generate these levels at some useful distance.

Thefollowing equation allows calculation of the soundlevel, L, at a range

R from the tr ansducer driven by W watts of electrical

power--

L = 170.7 + 10 Log nW! + DI -20 Log R!

dB//uPa

Thetransducer efficiency, p, is typically about 50$. DI is the directivity
index of the transducer,

the gain in d8! of the transducer relative

to an omni-

directional point source. The term -20 Log R! expresses the loss in sound
intensity

due to spherical

spreading of the sound wave as it travels

outward

from the transducer. In shallowwater, this factor maydepart significantly

from this. Reflections from the surface can add in or out of phasewith the
direct-path signal, producing a doubling of intensity in someregions and tota1
cancellation of the signal in others. This effect is largely out of the user's
control.

For the sake of illustration,

let us supposewe wish to inflict

pain on an

animal at a rangeof 10 m usinga nondirectional transducer. Theequation
above can be simplified

to

L = 150.7 + 10 Log

nW!

Causing"pain" to a seal requires a level of about +185dB//qPa. Solving for W,
we estimate needing a power amplifier

produci ng about 5400 watts electrical

power. The corresponding estimate for causing pain in sea lions is W = 170,000

watts! Theselevels can be obtainedwith explosive sourcesbut are not practical

with electronic

apparatus.

As an alternative to driving a transducer with very high power levels, we
can use a transducer with "gain" DI>0!. For example, a long and thin cylindrical transducer could be fabricated to give a value for DI of about 7 dB. This
would reduce the input power requi rements to about 1000 watts for seals or about

34 Kwatts for sea lions.

Thesevalues are somewhatmore reasonable. Note,

however,that these levels wouldoccur only on the plane intersecting the trans-

ducer, normal to the axis of the cylinder.
would be substantially

lower.

At angles off this plane, the levels

A piston-shaped transducer could be used to reduce the power requirements
even further at the expense of creating a spotlight-like
Levels away from this "spot" would be much lower.
Part

III:

Other

beamof' intense sound.

Considerations

Researchon humanheari.nghas producedother results than maybe of use in
designing acoustic aversion techniques for pinnipeds. While not likely to be

precisely applicable, the similarity

of the ear betweenpinnipeds and humansand

roughly similar results in discrimination tests suggest that data from human
hearing should provide a useful guide for pinnipeds as well.
Research has found that the subjective loudness of a tone depends upon the
duration of the tone as well as its intensity.
The apparent loudness of a sound
increases as the duration of the tone increases, up to about one second. Thus,
short tones are not perceived

intensity.
structure

This effect

as being as loud as longer

of the ear does not provide

that this effect

tones of the same

seems to be more pronounced at higher intensities.
a basis

for this

is due to neural processing effects

effect,

so it

The

is assumed

in the auditory system.

In addition, the perceived loudness of a sound depends rather strongly on
the frequency composition of the sound. For example, a sound made up of several
tones at different frequencies can appear to be louder than one would expect
from the sum of the individual tone intensities.
This increase in perceived
loudness can exceed 10 dB. Note that a sound made up of several tones is not
the same as a sound with

variable

frequency

content.

A sound that

varies

in

frequency still
excites single regions of the basilar membraneat any given
instant, and so no summation of intensities
occurs. This is not to say that
frequency variations might not have a psychological effect worth incorporating.
Part

IV:

Conclusions

The foregoing analysis suggests that acoustic aversion devices do not, in
general, rely upon a pain response to avert pinnipeds.
Actual sound levels in
the water may approach levels of discomfort,
certainly,
but probably do not
cause actual pain.
These results also cast some doubt on any physiological
basis for aversion; it seems reasonably likely
that aversion results from
psychological
distress
rather than physical distress.
And though it is commonly

believed that "doubling the power output" would markedly increase the effectiveness of an AAD acoustic aversion device!, this would have the effect of
increasing the sound levels by only 3 dB. Since I dB is a just noticeable difference,

3 dB is not a marked increase

in perceived

loudness.

Results from humanhearing research suggest that several design choices are
available to increase the apparent loudness of the sounds produced by AHDs.
Pulse lengths

ought to be on the order of .5 second or more in order to elimi-

nate the possibility
of a duration-dependent perceived intensity effect.
Some
AHDsin the field use pulse lengths of .02 second. Modifying these units to

produce longer pulses might improve their performance. Extrapolating from human
hearing, th>s would be equivalent to an increase of over 20 dB in sound output
in terms of perceived loudness.
It is also possible, in principle, to generate sounds consisting of several
frequencies from a single transducer.
A linear power amplifier would probably
be required, however, substantially
increasing the complexity of the design. A
simpler

alternative

might be to drive

several

different

transducers

simulta-

neously at different frequencies.
It should be noted that the major effect to
be expected from this strategy would be the psychoacoustical increase in per-

ceived loudness; the actual intensity would increase only as 10 Log P of

tr ansducers!for equal-output systems. Twotransducerswouldprovide only 3 dB
of actual

intensity

increase.
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FactorsThatMsyAffectSoundPropagationfram Acoustic
Hsrassment

Devices

Jeaneffe A. Thomas

NavalOceanSystemsCenter

Pinnipeds cause considerable damage or loss to the catch in the gill
net
fisheries
and the partyboat fishery and also take fish near traditional
spawning
sites, aquaculture operations,
and fish hatcheries.
Explosive devices, such as

seal control bombs and cracker shells, have been used in attempts to deter pinnipeds from interfering with humanfishing activities.
Recently, a device that
projects pulsed sounds at 12 kHz and 17 kHz has been used to frighten seals from
fishing

activities.

There are several

factors

governing

the transmission

of sound in water that

a biologist should knowwhenusing acoustic harassmentdevices in an attempt to
control the movements
of pinnipeds around fishing activities.
The following
discussion

summarizes some facts

points out how this
devices

about transmission

information may affect

around marine

of underwater

sounds and

the use of acoustic harassment

mammals.

Regardless of whether a sound is transmitted in air or water, its
frequency, or wavelength, affects attenuation.
High-frequency sounds or sounds

with short wavelengths! are attenuated more quickly than low-frequency sounds.
The source level or amplitude at 1 m! affects attenuation. High-amplitude
sounds propagate over longer distances.

Soundin water travels about 4.5 times faster than in air.
sound in water is calculated

using this equation

c = 1449.2 + 4.6T - 0.055T

+ 0.00029T3 + .34

The velocity of

Albers 1965!:
- 0.010T! S-35!

+ 0.16z

where: c = speed m/s!
T = temperature degrees C!
S = salinity
parts per thousand!
z = depth

m!

Of the three factors affecting the velocity of sound in water T, S, and z!,
temperature and depth probably have the most pronounced influence. Figures la

and 1b taken from Warren1970! showthe mannerin which temperature changes
with depth top graph! and salinity changeswith depth lower graph! on a given

day at the same locations.

Researchers using underwater acoustic pr ojectors

should knowthe thermocline, salinity
projection.

profile,

and bottom profile at the site of

These factors may influence the propagation of the sound.

In

situations whereany of these variables are changing, the propagation characteristics of the projected soundmayvary. For example, if soundsare projected in
a river

where tidal

fluctuations

change the water depth, the projected sound

field mayvary with the tide. If soundsare projected at the mouth of a river
flowing into the ocean, freshwater infusion maycause soundto channel in an
unpredictable manner. If temperature stratification

changes in a daily

or

seasonal manner, so maythe propagation of the projected sound. Figure 2 taken

fromAlbers1965!showsdaily variation in the meanwatertemperature
at varying

depths at a given site.

This figure illustrates

that the thermocline can vary

substantially
throughout a 24-hour period . When acoustic harassment devices are
used on a long-term basis, periodic checks of the underwater ambient environment

should be made in order to interpret

the results.

The ocean is a dynamic medium; several factors

affect the mediumand, thus,

the attenuation
of sound. Figure 3 taken from Albers lq65! illustrates
several
factors that may affect the ambient noise level.
Background noise increases
with increasing sea state figure
3a!.
Ra1n 1ncreases the ambient no1se level

under water figure
the underwater

3b!.

Various sources of man-madenoise figure

ambient noise level.

Combinations of wind, weather,

3c! increase
and sea

state produce an increased background noise level figure 3d!. Pn addition,
biological sources of background noise, such as snapping shrimp, soniferous
fish,

or marine mammals, may add significant

ment . Scientists

who use acoustic

noise to the underwater envi ron-

harassment

devices

should

he aware that

changes in any of these conditions may mask a projected
sound and thus affect
its propagation.
For example, the attenuation
of an acoustic harassment sound

may vary greatly between a calm, clear day and a windy, rough, rainy day. If a
salmon ladder is located near a spillway, there is probably a high ambient noise
level in this area caused by incr eased water turbulance.
This noise may mask
any type of acoustic harassment device used at this site.
F1sheries operations
that are conducted from boats may project significant
noise into the water from
normal operation

tors,
will

procedures onboard the boat

refrigerators,
probably

hydraul1cs!.

produce a different

e.g.,

noise from engines,

genera-

Any change in operations onboard the boat
kind of noise field.

Because of these characteristics
of sound underwater, a particular
acoustic
harassment device may not perform the same in different
underwater env1ronments.
To adequately interpret
whether an acoustic harassment dev1ce is effective
in

deterr ing a pinniped from interfering with a f1shing activity,
the researcher
must monitor the propagation of the sound or rece1ved level at the target
an1mal! at any given time. Changes in the animal's response to the device may
s1mply reflect

a change in perce1ved level

by the animal.
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I nt roduct

Harbor seals Phoca vitulina!

i on

have always been considered competitors by

salmon fishermen in the Pacific Northwest, and bounty programs were used to
reduce thei r numbers during the first half of this century Pearson and Verts,

1970!. Resides competingfor free-swimmingfish, seals have causeddamage
to fishermen's gear and catch.

nespite efforts

to control

seals, salmon stocks

in manyrivers have declined, at least in part becauseof over fishing, damagerelated mortalities, and loss of hahitat from poor logging practices. In areas
where salmon have becomescarce, seal damageto fishermen's gear and catch has
been viewed as a major problem Mate 1980, Contos 1982!.
The 1972 Marine MammalProtection Act MMPA!eliminated harassment of marine
mamrralswith only a few exceptions . One such exception allows commercial
fishermen, in the act of fishing with a legal Certificate
of Inclusion under the
MMPA,to protect their gear and catch from pinnipeds. As a result, some fisher-

menstill
all

shoot seals, although it is labor intensive and may be ineffective f'or

hut the best marksmen. In a study of dead heachcast marine mammalsin

Oregon, Stroud 979! found that gunshot woundswere the leading cause of
di agnosahle deaths amongpinni peds.
Hatcheries, developed to enhance salmon populations,

have a similar

problem

protecting fish from seal predation. Whenadult salmonreturn to a hatchery to
spawn,they often swim slowly near its entrance in large groups before moving
upstream into the hatchery.

While the fish are outside the hatchery, they are

vulner'able to seal predation Brown and Mate 1983!. This maynot he a major
problem for most government hatcheries,

which need only a small return of fish

for brood stock. It can, however, he a serious problem for runs of endangered
fish Gearin et al. 1986! or for private hatcheries, whoseincomeis based
entirely on the sale of fish which return to the hatchery in good condition.
The economicviability
released fish

Rill

of private hatcheries dependsupon a 1-2% return of

McNeil, personal communication, 1986!.

Most of the docu-

mentedmortality of released fish has occurred soon after release, usually hy
birds, and young salmon are preyed upon hy hake and other large fishes J.
Lannan, personal communication, 1987!. There has been little
documentation of

pinniped predation on adult salmon Fiscus 1980!, and a recent comparisonof
methodsto assess feeding habits suggests caution in interpreting the results of
such studies Roffe and Mate 1984!, Rrownand Mate 983! estimated that up to

7.2% of returning adult chum salmon were consumedhy seals within 1'.>0m of a
hatchery in Netarts Ray, Oregon. Twenty-three percent of returning adult salmon
may be damagedat some hatcheries Mate and Temte, unpublished data!.
In the

ColumbiaRiver, seals damaged
15.4'Kof the tall cohosalmonsold commercially

during 1981 Beachet al. 1985! and up to 53.3g of the spring chinookcaught in

the April 1980test fishery conductedby the OregonDepartmentof Fish and
Wildlife

Beach et al. 1981!.

The purpose of this

study was to develop and evaluate the effectiveness

of a

nonlethal methodof reducing seal-caused damageto fish near hatcheries and in

commercialfisheries.
attempts to control

After examiningcurrent practices and reviewing previous

seal damage, we decided to use underwater sounds to scare

seals. Seals haveexcellent hearing -60 kHz!, live in an acoustically conduc-

tive medium,and are generally sensitive to any suddenor unusual environmental
pertubation

Schustermann, 1981!.

Our work was divided into three areas:

! physiological experimentswith salmonto determinetheir hearing rangeand
possible changesin fertility from exposureto high-intensity sounds,
!

fishing success during salmongill

application

net fishing with and without the

of underwater sounds, and !

studies of the distribution

behaviors of seals whenunderwater soundsare broadcast in the vicinity

and

of

salmonhatcheryopertions. Becausethe experimentswere independentof each
other and used different techniques, each is described separately in the methods
and results

sections.
Methods

Previous efforts to scare seals acoustically with biologically significant
sounds e.g., killer whale vocali zations! or pure tones have been unsuccessful

Andersonand Hawki
ns 1978!. Our approachwasto produceloud and highly
variable noises in an effort to scare seals, perhapsevencausingpain at close
range.

Our design incorporated

factors

which are known to irritate

humans:

aperiodic pulses, pulses varying in length, and frequency sweeps rather than

pure tones! i n the middle of the hearing range, wherethere is goodsensitivity
Mohl 1968!. Weused12-kHzand 17-kHzsoundsinitially becauserelatively
inexpensive transducers were comnercially available, seals showedgood sen-

sitivity to these frequencies, andthey werewithin the rangeof humanhearing.
Thelast reasonwasimportant during several experimentswhenequipmentfailure
wouldnot otherwisehavebeendetected. Soundsweregeneratedwith a signal
generator, a gati ng device, an amplifier,

and a transducer . We referred to this

combination of equipmentas a seal acoustic harassmentdevice SAHD!. Several
combinations of off-the-shelf and custom bui lt componentscomponentswere used

during this researchandultimately resulted in a compactpiece of equipment
specifically

desi gned as a SAHDmanufactured by CMI-Cascade,Philomath,

Oregon!.
Salmon Hearin

Ex eriments

A simple behavioral experiment was conducted to ensure that the noises from

the SAHD
would not scare salmon. The SAHDconsisted of a highly directional
transducer ITC model 5133! driven by a 10-watt-power amplifier. Linear fre-

quencymodulatedLFM!pulses sweepingfrom 8 kHzto 12 kHzand approximately
200 millisecond

in duration were generated every 1.3 seconds at a fixed

rate.

Source levels varied from 181 to 194 dB//uPa. By adjusting the position of the
transducer, we established

a sound pressure level

SPL! gradient within

a cement

holding tank 0 m x 14 m x 1.7 m deep!. Twelve observers counted the numberof
chinook salmonin equal portions of the tank prior to any experimentation to
determine the undisturbed distribution
of the fish.
Periodically,
sounds were
produced for durations up to 30 minutes, during which observers recorded the

numberof fish in the area under their observation every five minutes. The
distribution of fish within the tank was comparedbetweenthe times with and
without sound production using a Wilcoxon rank test.
24

Wefurther examined the hearing capability of jack coho salmon by measuring
the microvolt potential within their sacculi in response to sounds of 20 Nz to
10 kHz. The experiment was designed to determine not only the hearing range of
these salmon, but also whether salmon might react to the intermittent
pulsing of
these sounds as an independent,
Fish were anesthetized

with

low-frequency
NS 222.

modulation.

Using the surgical

procedures of Enger

and Andersen 967!, we inserted two silver wire electrodes .5 mmin
diameter! into the cranium to depths of 8 mmand 18 mm determined from previous
dissections! to enter the cerehellum and sacculus, respectively.
The electrodes
were 5 mmapart. One electrode was used as the reference, while the other was
used for recording. The electrode plug was held in place hy a parafin wax
matrix, which was sutured into place. Following implantation, each fish was
attached to a styrofoam float and allowed to recover in an 80-liter seawater
tank.

The electrode

leads were connected to a Gould Rrush EE4 preamplifier/

Clevite Rrush Nark 260 polygraph system or to a Tektronix
The entire

tank was surrounded by a fahraday

waveform generator

cage.

Wavetek model 159! and amplifier

RN 503 oscilloscope.

Sounds were produced hy a

Realistic

MPA-20! driving

a 20-cm speaker affixed to one wall of the tank.
Monotones with frequencies of
20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 200, 300, 500, and 700 Hz and 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 kHz

were randomly presented to each fish three times . At each frequency the initial
sound intensity was low and then was increased until someelectrophysiological
response was noted. Sound levels were recorded as SLPs, using a calibrated
Celesco LC-10 hydrophone and an oscilloscope
threshold intensities
for each frequency.
Salmon

Fertilit

allowing

for the calculation

of

Ex eriment

Recause hatcheries

use returning

fish

for

brood stock,

it

was also necessary

to determine if high-intensity
sounds have any effect on fertility.
Fifteen
male and 30 female coho salmon were exposed to sounds from a 12-kHz SAND93
d8//uPA! in a 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5-m tank for 90 minutes.
The transducer was
suspended in the middle of the tank so that all fish were within 1 m of the
sound source.
An additional
15 males and 30 females were used as controls
not
subjected to sounds from the SAHD!. Experimental fish were fin clipped for
identification
. Eggs and sperm were obtained using standard hatchery procedures

from the control
A two-hy-two

and experimental fish as they "ripened" over the next 35 days.
fractional

matrix

design

was used to test

the

effect

of

sound

exposure on male sperm, female eggs, and a combination of both.
Eggs from each
female were divided into two groups, one to he fertilized
hy a control
male and
one to be fertilized
hy an experimental male. Sperm was mixed with the eggs,

and a constant volume of eggs up to 187! was placed in a 4.8-cm-high section of
5-cm-diameter PVCpipe set into a standard Heath incubation tray.
Four to 16
such pipe sections were used in each tray with sufficient
aquarium gravel as
ballast to ensure proper water flow thr ough the eggs. Fertilized
eggs were
allowed to grow for 14 to 26 days in a commercial hatchery with a continuous
flow of constant-temperature
water.
Viahle, eyed embryos were determined hy
placing eggs in a N, solution of acetic acid for five minutes and then checking
for clouded embryos. Ultimately,
76 crosses were made hetween 7 control
males,
19 control females, 7 experimental
males, and 19 experimental females.
Thus,
each male fertilized
an average of '5.4 hatches of eggs . A two-way analysis of
variance

was performed

on the

r'esulting

data.
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Gill

Net Fishin

Ex eriment

Experimentson the ColumbiaRiver wereconductedbetween7 and 24 April 1987

in conjunction with the Orego~Departmentof Fish and Wildlife's

test gill

net

tishery for chinooksalmonand steelheadtrout fi gure 1!. Thetest fishing
boat, Valisa T, was the only boat fishing during this time of the year.

The

e y liarl taken place during Aprii every year since lese in an attempt tn
determinethe size nf salmonidruns. Fishing wasconductedon alternate days at
similar tide conditions with a 365-mdrifting gill net that wasset upstreamand
test

res

allowed to drift

downstreamfor 90 minutes over a fixed portion of the river.

At the endof the drift,

the net washauledin andthe locations nf damaged
and

undamagedfish in the net were recorded.

The net was then immediately reset

upstreamto repeat coverage of the samearea. With only one exception 4
April,

i.e.,

when the order was reversed!, the first

drift

was used as a control

no soundwasproduced!andthe SAHD
wasusedto producesoundsduring the

second experimental!

drift . We did not randomize which drifts

were control

and

experimental because, if the SAHD
were effective in scaring seals from the area
during the first

drift,

its effects

The equipmentfor the gill
7SO-watt, switching-over

might carry over into the next dt ift.

net experiment consisted of a custom built,

amplifier

to drive an Edo/Western transducer

model

249-12!, whichwasessentially nmnidirectional over the frequencyrangeof 7 to
14 kHz. Theamplifier usedpowerFETtransistors and incorporated a CMDS
logic
randompulser and oscillator. Driven at one-fourth of its maximum
power,the
SAHD
output hada source level of 189dR//upa. Fifty-millisecond pulses at 12
kHz were generated aperiodically at an average rate of 2/s. The unit was
poweredhy a 12-V, automotive battery through a 150-watt, 12-VDC/120-VAC
inverter. The equipmentwas housedin an insulated cooler on hoard a 3.7.-m
7odiac inflatahle boat. The transducer was suspendedfrom the boat on a 1.5-m
line. The boat replaced the normal buoy float marking the fi rst end of the net

to he set. Weather permitting, the location andtime of seal surfaci ngs withiri
700 m of the net were recorded during each drift .

Thepercentageof catch damaged
wascompared
betweencontrol and experimental drifts using a Mann-Whitney
ll test . A Chi-squaretest wasusedto compare
coritrol andexperimentaldrifts experiencingdamage
andto comparethe proportion of total fish caughton second experimental! drifts during 1987.with
second drift

Hatcher

catches from 1969 to 1981.

Stud

Our studies at Netarts Ray from 1978 to 1980 harl indicated that most seal

predation af chumsalmonat the WhiskeyCreekHatcherytook place during hi gh
tides within the fir st 25 m o'fthe creek or in a semicircle extending700m nut
into the hay from the creek entrance Rrownand Mate 1983!~ During the October

through November
chumsalmonr eturns of 1980, 1981, and 1987.,weplaced our

transducers in a mudflat channel formed hy the creek's current, 70 m from its

entranceinto Netart's Ray. In 1984wedeployedthree AHDsin an attempt to
keep a larger

area free

of sea'ls.

Early in the 1980season,we usedthe directional !TCtransducer, tixed in

the channel and pointing towards the hay. After only a few days, a short in the
transducer cable necessitated changing to an Edn/Western omnidirectional

ducer, suspendedOe2m helowthe surface.

trans-

A microcomputerwas used to produce

variable length pulses 1-37.mslong! at randomintervals. An averageof twn
pulses of continuously sweptLFM 8-20 kHz! weregenerated!. 0andom
nn/off
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periods were also used. A 1.4-kH-poweramplifier wasmatchedto the ITC transducer to produce source levels of 190-208dB//uPa, hut resulted in source levels
of only 158-176dR//uPa with the Edo/Westerntransducer becausethe latter was
not properly matched to the amplifier.

During the 1981 and 1982 experiments, the equipmentwas identical to that
used during the ColumbiaRiver work, with the Edo/Westerntransducer mountedas
it had been at the end of the 1980 experiment. The mud flats on either side of
the creek channel were exposedat low tides and water seldomexceeded1.5 m over

the mudflats.

Measurements
of the soundfield showed
the majority of the sound

energywastrapped in the creek channel. Even at high tide, soundenergyover
the mudflats was20-40dB lower than in the channel. !n 1984,we usedone
17-kHzAHDpoweredfrom 110VDCand two self-contained submersibleunits powered
with rechargeable gel cells.

The electronics and batteries were housedin a PVC

cylinder 31 cmlong and 11.5 cmin diameterwith a patted transducermeasuring9
cm long and 9 cm in diameter mountedat one end. These units produced source

levels

of 187 dB//uPa.

An observer in a 4-m-high blind approximately 30 m from the entrance of the

creekrecordedthe location andtime of seal surfacingsandsalmoncaptures.
Observations
werelimited to three hourseither side af high tide during
daylight hours. Sealdistancesfromthe transducerwereestimatedby using
plastic pipes stuck in the mudas rangemarkers. Thesewereplaced in three

concentric arcs at 50, 100, and 150 m from the transducer.

Observations were

madefrom 26 Octoberto 25 November
in 1980, 26 Octoberto 22 November
in 1981,
27 Octoberto 29 November
in 1982, and31 Octoherto 13 November
in 1984. We
compared
seal abundance
in the vicinity of the hatcheryeachyear between
experimentalperiods soundon! andcontrol periods soundoff!. TheSAHD
was

usedaperiodicallyfrom5 November
to the endof the run in 1980to generate

29.0 hours of experimentaldata, whichwascompared
with data from 61.7 haurs of

control observation. In 1981,between
13 November
andthe endof the run, 12.0

hours of experimentaldata werecollected in contrast to 79.0 hours of control

observations. Mostof the latter werecollected prior to the experimental
period, with only 9.8 hours of the control observationsoccurring during the

time when experimental observations were also made.

During 1982we usedthe SAHD
almost continuouslyto see if seals could be

kept fromthe hatcheryareaduringmostof the run. Weobservedseal foraging

without the SAHD
operating at the beginning of the 1982 run from 27 to 29

Octoberto document
the presence
of seals andtheir usual foragingactivities

near the hatchery. From29 October to 23 November,we collected 49.7 hours of

experimental
data during 18 observationperiods. Between
thesesamedates, we
also observedfour short control periods without the SAHD!
causedby equipment

malfunctions, for a total of 9.5 hours of sound-off observationsfor 1982.

In 1984,control ahservationsweremadefrom 31 Octoberthrough 3 Navemher

andon 5 November.
Theexternally powered
SAHD
wasusedcontinuouslyhy itself

on 4, 6, and 7 Novemberand in conjunction with the two submersible units from 8

to 13 Navember
. When three SAHDs
wereused, the 110-Vunit wasmountedin the

channelas before!with a submersible
unit off to eachsideon the mudflats,
forming an arc at the mouthof WhiskeyCreek. The self-contained units were

effective only during high tides whenthey werecoveredwith water, but hadto

he pulled out eachnight to be recharged' Sixteen hours of control observations
and 27 hours of exper imental observations were made.

Sealsurfacings
wererecorded
ona map
of the area. Onlywhen
actively
chasing
a salmon
andcreatinga characteristic
bowwake
coulda sealreliablyhe

tracked between surfacings.
Except for this circumstance, no attempt was made
to attribute repeated surfacings to particular individuals.
A conservative
estimate of the number of seals using the foraging area was made every 'f0 minutes, usually by recording the largest number of seals seen at the surface at any
one time during the period. Seal-surfacing data for experimental and control
periods

were compared with a Student

t-test.
Resul ts

Salmon

Tests

Although the transducer of the SAHDwas located in the greatest concentra-

tion of salmon, the distribution of salmon in the tank was not significantly
different betweencontrol sound off! and experimental periods P>0.01!. Nor
was there a change in distribution

when the SAHDwas used at varying intensities

Salmon were not observed to startle

during experimental periods.
be unaffected

when sounds from the SAHDwere initiated

Wetherefore

concluded that the salmon appeared to

by the sounds produced.

The neuro1ogical studies showed that jack coho salman hearing was most sensitive around 50 Hz with an upper limit of 800 Hz. There was no evidence that
salmon detected the on and off pulsing of the SAHDas a secondary low!
frequency.

A total of 76 crosses were performed in the salmon fertility
study.
Nineteen crosses were made in each of four groups: control male x control
female; control male x experimental female; experimental male x control female;
and experimental male x experimental female. Egg viability
for specific batches
ranged fram 0 to 100%, with mast of the mortality attributable
to fungal growth.
The meanegg viability
as a percentage! for the four major groupings ranged

from 70.79 +/- 7.31 to 77.05 +/- 4.45.

results showed no significant
difference
groups P is greater than 0.05!.
Gill

Net

A two-way analysis of variance of these
between the experimental and control

Fishin

During 11 days on the Columbia River, 22 gill net drifts were completed and
205 coho salmon and steelhead trout were caught. Experimental drifts accounted
for a significantly
greater proportion 2$! of all fish caught table 1! than

TABLE l.
A sugary of seal damage to salmonid catches in the April
Columhia River spring chinook test fishery.
Surfacings
x/min!

Numher

of

Salmonids

Caught Damaged!

Mean Damage Rate

X of Total Catch

1982

Seal

Damaged!

Damaged!
SAHDoff
SAHDon

N=ll!
N=ll!

57 q!
148 !

25.4
l.5

0.7
0.06

29

control drifts

Chi-2 = 43.26, P<0.05!. This wassignificantly different

= 43.36, P<0.01! from the average of 514 fish caught during seconddrifts
test fishery

for the previous 13 years range:

45-62$!.

accountedfor 82$ of all damagedfish and 78$ of all drifts

Chi-2

of the

Control drifts

experiencing damage.

Onefish wasdamaged
in eachof two experimentaldrifts 8$ of the experimental
drifts!, while a total of nine fish weredamaged
in sevenof the control drifts
{644 of the control drifts!.
Thedifference in occurrenceof seal-damaged
fish

betweencontrol and experimental drifts was significant P<0.05!. The mean
damagerate the numberof fish damagedby seals per drift over all drifts! for
experimental drifts was 1.54, only 6$ of that experienced during control drifts

5.4'l!.

Goodweatherconditions for seal visibility

occurredduring only seven

pairs of control and experimental drifts.
On all such control drifts, seals
were observed surfacing within 200 m of the net on an average of once every one
to two minutes.
only twice.
Hatcher

During the experimental drifts,

seals were seen near the net

Observations

Whenthe SAHD
was not in use at Hetarts Bay, seals cameto the hatchery
during flood tides, foraged while deep water was available, and then retreated
to the lower bay during the ebb tide. The numberof seals foraging in the area
during these control periods ranged from I to l4, with an average of 3.4 seals
seen most commonly. In 1980 and 1981, a daily control sound-off! period of 20
to 60 minutes was completed before the SAHDwas turned on to assure that seals

were in the area and foraging as normal. Whenthe SAHD
was turned on initially,
seals in the observation area consistently reacted by immediately swimmingaway
from the creek mouth. Often seals within

50 m of the transducer had their

heads

abovewater whenthe SAHD
was activated. Whenthese animals submergedenoughto
have their ear openings below the water, they generally reacted by leaping partially out of the water in a single porpoising dive and then retreating rapidly
underwater.

The SAHD
did not completely exclude seals from the hatchery area.
not uncommonfor a single

seal

It was

and two on a few occasions! to venture into the

observation area and even pass close to the transducer. Typically, seals stayed
inside the study area for a very short time, but they were twice successful in
taking

a fish.

During 1980, 1981, and 1982, the average number of seals foraging in the
study area during each 10-minute period was significantly
lower P<0.05! while

the SAHD
was operating mean= 3.3! than whenit was not mean= 0.4; see table

2!.

During 1984, an averageof 3.7 seals usedthe study area during

10-minute-long experimental observations, which was not significantly different
from other years. However,an average of 1.8 seals were observed during
10-minute-long experimental observations, more than twice the number observed in

the three previous years and not significantly lower than 1984 control values t
= 0.98; t.052!= 2.18!. In 1984, 1,860 seal surfacings were recorded without
differentiating betweenindividual seals!, and 772 of these surfacings 1.5%!
were within 50 m of the creek mouth. The proportion of seals which appeared
within the 50-marea was not significantly different betweenon and off periods
t = 1.12; t.05{10!= 2.28!. It should be noted that becauseof the short, duration of the run at WhiskeyCreek, the problemswe encounteredwith poor weather
and electronics resulted in a small samplesize. Perhapsequally important in
the determination of no significant difference was an appreciation of the acti30

TARLE 2. The mean number and standard deviation
S'D! of harbor seals observed
foraging for chum salmon near the mouth of Whiskey Creek, Netarts Ray, Oregon.
X seals

Observation
hours
SAHD on
SAHD off
1980
1981

61.7
9.8

29.0
12.0
49.7
27.0

1982

1984

16.0

/ 10

min.

SAHD off

SAHD on

3.3 .8!

O.R .6!

3 ' 5 .9!

0.1 .2!

F 1 .2!
3.7 .2!

0.4

SD!

.7!

1:8 O.'9!

vities of a small number of seal s. One seal ~ which was recogni zabl e by markings
on its head, accounted for 23 of 30 sightings of seals within the creek mouth
when the devices were on. Someof the remaining seven sightings may also have
been this

seal,

as only two other

seals were known to have entered the creek.

It is not knownwhat percentage of the sightings within 50 m of the creek was
attributable to this seal, which was apparently unaffected by the SAHD.
As might be expected, when the number of seals was significantly
reduced
by using the SAHD,so were the rates at which seals consumedsalmon table 3!.

During 1980and 1981, salmonpredation by seals during experimentalperiods was
significantly lower 3$ and684, respectively! than during control periods
table 2!.

TARLE 3. The numher of salmon taken hy harbor seals N!, hours of ohservation
HRS!, and predation rate PRED RATE = salmon taken/hour ohser vation! at the
Netarts Ray chum salmon hatchery.

off

N HRS

PRE'D
RATE

N HRS

PR'ED
RATE

N HRS

PRED
RATE

N HRS

18

0.29

20

79.0

0.25

1 9.5

0.11

16

9.8*

0.31*

4 49.7

0.08

61.7

3*

PR D
RATE

27.0

0.59

SHAD

on

2 29.0

0.07

*Observations limited

1 12.0

0.08

9 16

' 0 0.56

to the sametime as the "sound nn" sample.
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In 1982, the SAHDwas on more routinely

{63% of the total

observation time!

than in 1980 and 1981, hut the rate at which seals consumed salmon while the
SAHDwas in use was virtually
the same as in 1980 and 1981. The 1982 control

observations, however, revealed that seal consumption of salmon was 62%and 65'l
lower than during the control periods of 1980 and 1981, respectively.
Thus,
only 38'l more salmon were consumed hy seals duri ng the 1982 control period
sound off! than during the application of the SAHD compared to differences of
414%in 1980 and 388%in 1981!. In 1982, one identifiable
seal moved into the
creek and fed on salmon w1thout any apparent effect.
In 1984, the rate of
salmon consumption was almost equal for observation periods when the sound was
on .59 salmon/hour! and off .56/hour !. This difference was largely attributable to a single identifiable
seal, which was responsible for catching ll of 12
salmon caught within the creek 4% of the 25 fish caught within the study
area!.
Oiscussion
Salmon

Tests

Some fish

detect

sounds up to 5 kHz,

but most fish

do not hear sounds ahove

1 kHz Chapman
1975!. The results of our experiments to evaluate the hearing
range of salmon were similar to those reported for Atlantic salmon parr Facey
et al. 1977!. While there is still
somedebate as to whether or not most p1nnipeds use active echolocation to fi nd food Schustermann 1981!, there is
agreement that frequencies useful for such echolocation are beyond the
demonstrated hearing range of f1sh. Thus, it is unlikely that fish can detect
the presence of seals hy passively listening for echolocat1on vocali zations .
Wewere pleased to find no effects of high-intensity
sound on the viability
of salmon eggs and sperm. Much higher frequency sounds than we used are
employed as a lahoratory method of breaking cellular membranes,which of course
destroys the cell 's ability to function as a unit.
It is likely that any sign1ficant suhcellular d1sturbances would have prevented fertilized
eggs from developingg to the eyed stage.
Gill

Net

Fisher

We had intentionally
not randomized which drift
was control,
because fi shermen and the test f1shery

dur1ng subsequent drifts

was experimental and which
had exper1enced more damage

as more seals discovered their

stayed with it . It
there was b1as in this strategy,
drift
should have had more damaged fish.
Therefore,

operat1on and then

it was that the second
our observations that there

was less damageto caught fish and that greater numbers of fish were caught in
the second sets strengthen our conclusion that the SAH0was effective in
reducing seal damage.
The difference

in the number of salmon caught between sets, we believe,

is

the result of both more f1sh heing caught in the net and fewer netted fish heing
pulled from the nets hy sea'ts during the exper1mental drifts.
If the SAHDwere
effective 1n reducing the number of seals in the area during experimental

drifts,

fewer fish would likely he removedfrom the nets.

Wehave seen gill

opercula 1n nets to attest that seals do pull salmon completely free of nets.
However, it seemsunlikely that this factor alone could account f'or the observed
difference in catch, since seals were rarely seen bringin fish to the surface
32

as they often do when consuming large prey.
If the change -in catch rate were
the result of reduced numbers of removed fish, and if fish removed from the net
had a relatively
constant relationship
to the number of damaged fish, then an
estimated 117 fish would have been removed during the control drifts.
This

number is inconsistent with the scarcity of evidence remaining opercula and
certain types of web tangles! that fish were removed from the net.
tant

It

is less obvious why more fish

to

remember

their
murky
range,
avoid

that

we found

might he caught initially.

no evidence

tht

salmon

heard

It

the

is impor-

SAHD or

that

distribution
was affected by it.
However, we have seen fish in clear and
water move at great speed to avoid capture when chased hy seals.
At close
the lateral
line system and vision may he the salmon's primary cues to
seals.
If fish moving upstream can sense the presence of seals some other

way such as through chemorecption or hearing!, the fish may behave differently
drifting
downstream or seeking the bottom! and hecomeless vulnerable to net
capture.
Thus, when the SAHDgreatly reduced the number of seals near the net,
fish may have been more vulnerable to net capture during experimental drifts.

The rate

of fish

predation

by seals

at Netarts

Ray during

the

1982 control

observations was significantly
lower than during 1980 or 1981. It is unlikely
that this lower rate of predation,
even without the SAHDin use was due to its
use much of the

time.

Many seals

range when it

was initiated

at

Seals

any time.

associated
apparent

that

experienced

appeared

to dislike

the noises with the hatchery
advantages

the

effects

of the

each day and may have learned that

of feeding

there.

the

noises

of the

area and avoided it,
The reduction

in

it

seal

SAHD at close

could come on

SAHD may have

despite

the

numbers in the

study area during experimental periods was proportionately
greater than the
reduction in seal-consumed salmon, suggesting that the few seals which continued
to use the area were much more successful catching fish than the "average" seal
using the area during control periods.
Just one seal immune to the SAHDcould
easily have accounted for the relatively
constant damage which occurred during
experimental periods in 1980, 1981, and 1982. The potential
impact of even a
single animail may be more appropriately
estimated hy examining the 1984 season
when at least

44% of all

salmon taken

during

the

entire

season could

he attri-

buted to a single seal which was totally
indifferent
to the SAHD. Several times
this seal harl a salmon taken from it hy seals as it left the study area, and it
immediately re-entered Whiskey Creek to get another.
Thus, the number of
fish taken hy this seal is an overestimation
of his actual intake.
Indi vidual

Va ri a hi 1 i t

In both hatchery

and gill

net applications,

the SAHDkept most seals at

least 150 m away. The presence of somedamagedfish in the gill nets and the
observation of a few seals near the Netarts Ray hatchery when the SAHDwas in
use indicates it is not 100%effecti ve. Indeed, we have seen a few seals pass
within a few meters of the SAHBhy choice, although usually hut not always!
with considerahle speed. This suggests that the SAHDcauses psychological irritation for most seals, rather than physical pai n . Wedo not know if the ability
of someseals to penetrate the sound field was the result of a greater initial
tolerance to the sounds including partial or total hearing loss!, hahituation,
or a higher

moti vation

for food .
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A fewsealsseemed
to hetotally immune
to the SAHD,
andit is possible
varietyof reasons,
partial or total lossesof upper-range
hearingis reasonably
comnon
in manymammal
specieswith age. Sealsthat frequentnets mayalso he
morelikely to bedeaf regardless
of age!fromexposure
to sealbombs,
usedby
that theymayhavehadhearingloss in the lP-kHzto 17-kHz
range. Fora

somefishermen to harass seals near their

catch.

The large size of one seal, which routinely went close to the SAHD
at

NetartsRay,mayhavebeenpartially the result of its holderandmoresuccess-

ful feedinghabits. If sealswith healthyhearingare totally unaffected
hy the

SAHD,
theycouldactuallylearnto locatefishingactivities hy listeningfor
soundsof a SAHD. If that started to occur, the identification of individual

sealscausingdamage
couldhemade
easily andpossiblydealt with hy capture,

shooting,or other deterrents. Wehaveobservedsomeseals adoptbehaviors
whichwouldreducetheir exposure
to SAHD
sounds,suchas keepingtheir heads
out of waterwhile passingmoored
SAHDs,
movingthroughshallowwater, and

moving behind sand bars.

This study demonstrates
that certain soundscan be producedunderwater

whichdo not scareor damage
fish, hut whichcanbe effective in reducingthe
number
of' seals during short-termhatcheryor commercial
fishery operations. It
is also apparentthat a single seal cancauseconsiderabledamage
andthat the

SAHD
is not totally effective. In order to reducepredation rates in some
situations, fishermenmayhaveto use morethan onemethodto deter seals.

Undersuchcircumstances,
the SAHD
maystill play an importantrole in iden-

tifying culprit individuals andaiding in their capture or elimination. It
remainsto be seenwhetheror not long-term applications of these soundswill

continueto beeffectivefor the bulk of the population.Theeffective rangeof
acoustic harassment
devices will alwaysbe restricted becauseof loss of PSLs

dueto spreadingandattenuation. Therangeof oneor moreSAHDs
mayhe sufficient to limit seal activities in small areas,hut restricting movements
in

larger areasseems
impracticalat the presenttime Harveyet al., thi s pro-

ceedings!.Wehaveseennoreactionto the SAHD
hymarine
birds,suchasgulls,
shearwaters,ducks, anddiving cormorants,evenwithin lOOm.
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Evaluationof SealHarassmentTechniquesto ProtectGill
Netted Salmon
AnneC. GeigerandStevenJ. Jeffries
Washington
Department
of Game

Research conducted by the Washington Department of Game WDG!from 1980 to
1982 documentedthe impact of pinniped depredation on salmon caught in commer-

cial gill
vitulina!

net. in the ColumbiaRiver Beach et al. 1985!. Harbor seals Phoca
damaged5.3$ of coho salmon Oncorh nchus kisutch! sold in the WaM

7iisery in 1950and 15.45 in Iggl, a signs icant rncrr~aseBeachet al. 1955I.
In the winter gill

net seasons of 1980, 1981, and 1982, harbor seals in com-

bination with California sea lions
8.ll..

K.

2.H

Zalo hus californianus!

" "i

causeddamageto

0~

damagerates to spring chinook in the April Yes ~s ery conductedby the Oregon
Departmentof Fish and Wildlife ODFW!at WoodyIsland were 53.34 in 1980 Beach
et al. 1981!. Steelhead Salmo airdneri! were also damagedin this test
fishery, resulting in tota~sa mon< amagesof 44.7%. 1n the YoungsBay terminal fishery off the Columbiaat Astoria, Oregon, harbor seals damaged5.24 of
the chinook catch in 1980 and 9.0% in 1981, a significant increase Beach et al.

1985!. Seal damages
to cohocatcheswere2.7'4and 1.9%in these years, so a

total of 3.74 980! and 5.5$ 981! of the YoungsBay salmoncatches were
affected by seal damage.

Gill-netters are permitted to repel depredating pinnipeds from fishing gear
according to National Marine Fisheries Service NMFS!regulations 0 CFR
216.24! for taking marine manmalsincidental to commercialfishing operations.
Methodsin use on the ColumbiaRiver include shooting at depredating animals,
exploding "seal bombs" large sinking firecrackers! from the boat, and running
the boat along the net while it drifts.

Analysis of the data from 1980-82

interviews with ColumbiaRiver fishermen Geiger, unpublished data! showeda
higher rate of' salmon damagefor gill

net trips

in which marine mammalswere

harassed,so the efficacy of these methodscould not be demonstratedusing this

data

set.

A new technology has becomeavailable for commercial gill-netters
to use in
attempting to repel seals from nets. The acoustic harassment device AHD! was

conceived by Bruce Mate OregonState University, Newport, Oregon! and designed
by Charles Greenlaw CMI-Cascade,Philomath, Oregon!. The device produces
underwater pulses of high-frequency sound 12-15 kHz!, inaudible to salmon but

"distressing to harbor seals at close range 0-200 m!" Mate, Brownand
Greenlaw1983!. This device was shownto significantly reduce the fish damage
rate from harbor seals in the 1981 ODFW
spring chinook test fishery at Wood
Island on the ColumbiaRiver Mate, Brownand Greenlaw1983!.

Thepresent study wasdesignedto replicate this experimentand provide
field evaluations of this equipmentin a variety of commercialgill net
fisheries.

Wealso comparedthe effectiveness of this device with the tradi-

tional seal harassment
methods
referred to aboveandalso with an exploding
"shell cracker" fired from a shotgunwhichwe introducedto the gill net

situation.

The criterion

for evaluation was the effect of a particular

seal
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harassment technique on salmon damagerates, although successful techniques for
keeping seals away from fishing

gear could have additional

reducing seal entanglements and incidental

benefits

such as

mortality.

Objectives

This study had the following

primary

objectives:

I! to provide controlled
field trials
of the acoustic
aboard commercial salmon gi11 net vessels;

harassment device

!

to evaluate the effect on salmon damagerates of using the AHD, seal
bombs, and shell crackers, "running the net," and using other traditional methods of seal harassment; and

!

to investigate the AHD's effectiveness for driving seals from an
enclosed fishing area and preventing their return.

Secondary objectives included monitoring baseline rates of salmon damagefrom
pinnipeds and investigating novel applications of the AHDon an opportunistic
basis.

Methods
E ui

ent

Tested

The acoustic

harassment

device

tested

was a "Sealchaser"

dual-transducer

model

manufactured by CNI-Cascade, P.O. Box 510, Philomath, Oregon 97370,* for $3500.
This device produces 60-millisecond bursts of pulsed sound at an average rate of
I burst/second, with a source level of +195 dB//uPa/m. Each burst is composed
of nine stepped frequencies sweeping from 11.9 to 14.7 kHz C. Greenlaw, CMICascade, personal communication!. The characteristics
of the sound produced
underwater by this device were described by Awbrey and Thomas 1984!, who
conc'luded that these particular frequencies lie within or near the most sensitive hearing regions of many cetaceans and pinnipeds. According to OSUstu-

dies J. Temte, unpublished report!, Pacific salmonshowedno behavioral,
developmental, or evoked auditory responses to the AHDfrequencies.
operators

can hear in the 12 kHz band and thus be aware that

operating without observing the indicator
Both the number of "pings"

in a burst

Somehuman

the device is

light.
and the interval

between bursts

can be

controlled by the operator via switches' For purposes of these tests, however,
the interval switch was set at zero so the pulses were continuous within the
random interval

averaging

I second!.

The "Sealchaser" unit 6.5
cm X 29 cm X 15.5 cm high! was installed
by the
experimenters either in the cabin of the cooperating gill
net vessel or i n a
waterproof drum on deck. The unit was connected to a 110-volt
power outlet if

*Mention of trade namesor commercial firms does not imply endorsement by the
Washington Department of' Game.
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the vesselwasso equipped,or througha powerinverter to a 12-volt storage
battery.

One waterproof cable led from the device to a coated ceramic trans-

ducer0-cm-diametercylinder 11 cmh1gh,model249-12,EdoCorporation!. The

tr ansducerwassuspended
overboardon a 3-m rope cleated amidships so that the
transducer hung below hull level.

A 5-lh lead weight kept the transducer suh-

merged
. The single transducerwasstowedon deck for travelling and suspended
in water before the AHDwas oper ated.

Theseal bombstested were purchasedfrom California SeaControl Carpor-

ation, P.O. Box 949, San Pedro, California 90733, for approximately $0.30
apiece. California Seal Control Devices are class1fied as class C explosives
and are registered

as agricultural

f1reworks by the State of California.

Each

unit consists of a spiral-woundcardboardtube containing 36 grains of potassium
perchlorate and pyro-alum1numflash powderwith an 8-second waterproof fuse

letter from R. Roh1nson,
California SeaControl Corporation!. Weightedwith

sand, "when lit and dropped into water, it wi'Il s1nk 15-25 feet before
exploding, causing a flash of light and a slight percussion in the water"

letter from R. Robinson!. Theauditory characteristics of the seal homh's

underwater exp'Iosion were described by Awbrey and Thomas 1984!.

Shell crackers wereobtained from WAGwhich usesthemto repel birds from
fish hatcheries andgameanimalsfrom agricultural areas! for testing in

reducing pinniped/fisheries interactions.
Thesewere 12-gauge, 2 3/4-inch
shells, distributed by 0. C. Ag Supply, Anahe1m,California 92805. Fir ed from

shotguns, these shells were found in field tests to travel about 70 m when shot
in a flat trajectory,
exploding in air or on the surface of the water w1th a

report Iike a fir ecracker. Sound propagationin air andwater wasdescribedhy
Awhrey and Thomas984 !.
General Stud

Desi n and Sam lin

Re ime

Becausethe long-rangegoal of this researchis to help commerc1al
gill net

fishermen avoid pinniped interactions or lessen their impact, all tests were

performedin cooperationwith workinggill-netters during their regular fishing
operat1ons.

The gill-netters

volunteering

to test seal harassment devices all

held Certificates of Inclusion under an NMFS-issued
General Permit to take
marine mammals
incidental to fishing . Additional tests were conducted under
Marine Mammal
Protection Act MMPA!ResearchPermit No. 412 issued to Bruce

Mateto test the AHDon marinemammals!
with the aim of r educingsalmondamage
rates caused by seals in the general commercial f1sher y.

Wemadeno attempt to influence gill-netters as to when, where, and howto fi sh.
Rather, we limited our evaluations to single fi shing seasonsand areas so that

environmentalinfluences wouldbe standardizedandvariation in pi nniped and
salmonabundance
andbehavior wouldbe min1mized
. Designation of experimental
and control periods was madein advance; otherwise the gill-netter

s had d1scre-

tion over whenandwherethe assignedharassment
devices weredeployedduring
experimentalperiods. For specifically testing the AHDduring regular gill net
seasons,successivedrifts of the samenet werecompared
for fish damage.One

drift of eachpair wasrandomly
designated"experimental"AHDoperating! and
the other "control"

AHD in place but not operating!.

On-board observers

operated the AHDand recordedresults but had no discretion over the regime.

Analysiswasperformed
usingpairedt-tests for damaged,
undamaged,
andtotal
salmon caught.
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A different sampling schemewas employed for the 1984 ODFW
test fishery, to
replicate the Oregon State University OSU! experiment RE Brown, OSU, personal
communication!. A longer random series of drift pair designations "on/off,"
"off/on,"
"on/on," and "off/off"!
was established, and the results were not com-

pareddby drift

in the analysis.

Instead a 2 X 2 chi-square test of damagedand

undamagedsalmon was performed on the pooled data for all

"on" and "off"

drifts'

For assessing other seal harassment methods along with the AHD, continuous
trials of single techniques were run simultaneously on separate boats fishing in
the samearea.
The assumption was that seals would choose to feed from the
nets presenting the least aversive stimulus to them.! Gill-netters
who fished
regularly in one area were solicited as volunteers.
Those agreeing to participate in the controlled evaluations were asked to provide us with catch and
damagedata and were supplied with either seal bombs, shell crackers, or an AHD.
Other cooperating fishermen were assigned to "run their nets," to use their own
uns to shoot at depradating seals, or to refrain from harassing seals at all.
For the Budd Inlet fishery, the type of harassment method used was decided initially
by lot and rotated between cooperating fishermen at five-day intervals
thereafter.!
We requested that the gill-netter s use no more than one harassment
method at a time; however, the frequency and manner of use was up to each individual

gill-netter.

Fishermen kept logs figure

I! for each drift,

from which the data on damaged

and undamaged salmon were taken according to the harassment method used. Chisquare tests were used in comparing the effectiveness
of the various harassment

methods. T-tests of total salmon caught per drift using the different
harassment methods were also used in evaluating the techniques.
Wetested the AHDin "herding" harbor seals downstream in Youngs River,
using methods previously employed by OSUand the California Department of Fish
and Gamewhen testing the device on seals in the Klamath River, California
Nate
and Miller 1983!. One or two "broadcast" boats towing lead-weighted transducers
motored slowly downriver, zig-zagging where the river widened into Youngs Bay.
These acoustic "seal drives" terminated at the old Youngs Bay Bridge, where an
array of two to three AHDspowering four to five transducers was fixed figure

2!.

The fixed devices were turned off by an observer on the bridge whenthe

acoustic boats came into sight and were turned back on as the boats passed under
the bridge.

The effect
fisheries

of these activities

on interactions

between harbor seals and gil'I

and on salmon damage was assessed from fisherman

interviews

taken

before, duri ng, and after the AHDdrives.
Interviewing methods were identical
to those used previously in Youngs Bay Beach et al. 1985! except that fish
catches were partitioned into those made upstream of the bridge the

"experimental" area! and those below the bridge the "control" area!.

For each

data set, damagedand undamagedsalmon netted before and after the AHDscreen
was activited were compared by 2 X 2 chi-square tests.
More details

each fishery.
is

shown

in

of the

various

tests

will

be described

below

in

sections

related

to

A sunmary of the areas selected and the tests performed in each
table
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Location and spacing of AHDtransducers, profile

B Relationship

Figure 2.

of AHDtransducers to other upbay structures,

plan view.

Location of Acoustic Harassment Devices on the old Voungs Bay
Bridge.
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looking west.

Table 1.
type!

Commercial and test gil

net fisheries

in which seal harassment by

was evaluated.
AREA

EVALUATION

Bay

ZONE

DATES

F I SHERY

SPECIES

2G,2H

9/83

WDF Test

Chinook

Terminal

Chinook
& Coho

9/1/83

Early

Chinook

2

Fall

AHD on/off

Willapa

Sea drive
& exclusion

Youngs Bay

7 9/83

AHD on/off

Columbia

1

River

Columbia River

AHD on/off

hr!

1,2

9-10/83,

Late

1

10-11/84

Fall

Coho

AHD on/off

Columbia

River

2

4/84

ODFW Test

Chinook

All

methods

Columbia

River

2

2-3/84

Winter

Chinook

All

methods

Budd Inlet/
Dana Passage

13D, 13F

7-8/84,
7-8/85

Treaty

Chinook

Indian

So. Puget Sound!

Resul ts
Acoustic

Harassment

1983 Willapa

Device--Onboard

Vessel

Testin

Bay and Columbia River Chinook Seasons

The Willapa

Bay summer chinook season, previously

Beach et al. 1985!, was originally

studied

during

scheduled for AHDtests.

1980-1981

However, chinook

catches in 1983 were insufficient
to make the evaluation.
Instead, we attended
six days of test gillnetting
conducted by WDFin September of 1983. A chartered

gill

net vessel fished the area between South Bend Willapa River! and Bay

Center

Rodessa Beach!, where we monitored

16 drifts.

The rate of seal damage during three control drifts
the first
day was 13.7%, of
51 salmon. The second day, no salmon were damaged of 29 caught during three AHD
drifts.
Paired trials
one each! were made the next four days. With the AHD

on, 3 of 29 salmon 0.3%!

were seal damaged, compared to 2 of 47 salmon .3f.!

damaged with the machine off.

ment.!

On the fifth

from the sound source,

although

The AHDwas next tested

previously

salmon were landed

drifts

most sightings

during

this

L1985j!.

treat-

before

fishing

ended,

so the

evaluation

AHD drifts

but as most of the gill-netters

fall

chinook season

Wesampled 11 drifts

12-hour season on 1 September 1983.

Nore salmon were caught during

4 fish!,

statistical

were 100 m away.

the Columbia River early

described for 1980 in Beach et al.

four boats during
be made.

The sample is too small for

day of AHDharassment, a harbor seal was observed 50 m

on

No seal-damaged
of the

118 fish!

AHD could

not

than control

stopped fishing after two
43

drifts maximum
of four! whenthe catches declined, it was felt that too few
randomtrials were obtained to attribute the high catches to the AHDs.
1983-84 Columbia River Coho Seasons

Thefall cohoseasonwaspreviously described in Beachet al. 985! for
1980-1981. The 1983 season consisted of two 48-hr openings:

4-6 and 11-13

October. Five gill net boats wereusedfor AHDtests during the first opening:
three in zone1 near Astoria, Oregon!andtwo in zone2 near Skamokawa,
Washington!. Noseals wereobservedin the upriver sample,however,so zone2

tests were discontinued and the data were not included in the analysis.

The

remainder of the sample yielded 30 paired AHDtrials.

Results from 1983 showed5. 1$ of 117 salmondamagedby seals whenthe AHDwas
on, versus 11.2'4of 89 fish damagedwith the machineoff. However,neither the

damage
rage X2 = 2.63, p = . 11!, the numberof fish damagedt = 1.00, p = . 16!,
nor the numberof salmoncaught t = 0.87, p = .20! differed significantly
betweenthe experimentalandcontrol drifts. Thereforeit wasdecidedto repeat
this

test

in

1984.

The samearea in zone 1 of the ColumbiaRiver was sampledbetween2 October and
4 November1984, and one of the samegill net boats was used. For 17 paired

trials,

19.5Xof 82 salmoncaughtwith the AHDon were seal damaged,
compared
to

6.04 of 83 salmon caught during control drifts

ferenceewas significant
1983 results.

with the AHDoff.

This dif-

X = 6.76, p .01!, but in the opposite direction from

Whenall 47 pairs from both coho seasons were considered

together, the difference in damage
rates 1. 1%of 199salmoncaughtusing the
AHD,versus 8.7%of 172salmoncaught in control drifts! wasnot significant
X2 = 0.56, p = .45!.

Onthe fourth AHDtrial
were seen 200 ft

1

14-15 hours into the 1983 season!, harbor seals

m! from one experimental boat and 30 m from another.

the following AHDtrial,

On

a seal wasobservedwith a fish in its mouth,pulling

it from the net 100 m from the first

boat, while another observer saw a seal

surface within 15 to 20 m from his sound source. On three occasions, one to two
seals surfaced-violently and dove over the corkline 10, 30, and 50 m from boats
using the AHD. Seal-bitten shad and flounder one each! were also observed in
catches madewhile the AHDwas operating.
1984ODFW
ColumbiaRiver Spring Chinook Test Fishery
The April spring chinook test fishery is conducted annually by ODFW
biolo-

gists aboarda chartered gill net vessel at WoodyIsland. A description of the
fishery for 1980 and results of ODFW
seal damagemonitoring from 1972-1980

appearin Everitt et al. 1981!. Preliminary tests of the AHDweremadeby
OregonState University researchersin this fishery in 1981. OSUexperiments

with the AHDin the 1982test fishery showeda significant

reduction in fish

damage
from seals whenusing the device Mate, Brownand Greenlaw1983!, along
with higher catcheswhenthe soundwason R. Brown,unpublishedfield report!.
Thethird year of their tests, 1983,wasplaguedwith equipmentproblems,so the
results were equivocal R. Brown, personal communication!. Wecontinued this

study in 1984.

Twelve dri fts

two per day! were sampled.

completed as the charter

was cancelled

The sampling schedule was not

because of the sudden illness

of the

gill-netter,
but sufficient
salmon were caught to analyze the results nonparametrically.
For seven AHDdrifts,
32K of 72 fish chinook and steelhead!
were seal damaged.

The damage rate for

five

control

drifts

was ll'l

of 82 salmo-

nids caught. This difference was significant
X2 = 10.2, p<.01!, and both the
greater number of damagedfish 3 vs. 9! and the higher damagerate 2% vs.
11$! occurred with the AHDon.
Acoustic

Harassment

Device--Seal

1983 Youngs Bay Terminal

Drivin

and Exclusion

Ex eriments

Fishery

The AHDwas oper ated from a WDGboat in a continuous

sweep from above the

upriver fishing area boundary, downstream to the old Youngs Bay Bridge. On 17
September 1983 one device was used, and personnel in the other vessel watched
for seals. During ebbing tides on both 21 and 22 September 1983, two devices
were used from two vessels trisecting
the width of the river.
Personnel in
boats searched the upper bay with binoculars
for seals on two other occasions

16 and 29 September!~ The Walluski River tributary
were checked for seals during all

and other navigable sloughs

sweeps'

No harbor seals were seen upbay during

any of these sweeps or searches.

A gill-

netter whose net was set across the current approximately 1.5 km below the ori-

gin of the sweep and 5.25 km above the old bridge! reported that a seal
swimmingdownstream ahead of the acoustic boat hit and broke through his net.
spotter

on the bridge

turned off

the fixed

A

AHDs there when our boat came into

view approximately 1.5 km above the bridge. Observers using binoculars saw no
seals within this area as the AHD-equippedboats approached the bridge. The
fixed devices were turned back on as the mobile units passed under the bridge.
The baseline

rate of seal damage to netted

chinook and coho salmon was

determined from interview data n = 94! collected for eight days 9-16 September
1983! before AHDscreening began. This was compared with results from 78 interviews collected during 12 days 17-29 September! when the fixed AHDswere
operating.
Gill net drifts downstream from the old Youngs Bay Bridge, where the
equipment was placed on 16 September, were examined separately from those drifts
made upstream, above the bridge.

Fisherman responses to interviews the day following the sweeps indicated reduced
rates of seal interactions and fish damagein the experimental area above the
bridge figure 3!. This effect was only temporary, however, as interaction and

fish damagerates returned to maximum
levels

one per interview! within two to

three days.

In the control
rates,

as expected.

area, the AHDscreen had no significant

effect

Most of the damage from harbor seals occurred

on salmon damage
at the

entrance to Youngs Bay near the railroad trestle!
and on the north side below
the old bridge. There was sometendency for damagerates to decline from 20%

of 191 salmonto 16$ of 32 salmon sampled!, but this difference was not signifi-

cant N2 = 0. 32, p = .57!.

Neither did the AHDscreenhavelong-term effects on reducingsalmondamage

rates abovethe bridgewhereit wasplaced. In the sampletakenbeforeAHD
harassment
begann = 43!, 7Xof 254salmonnettedwereseal damaged.The
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3. Daily averages on seal/gillnet
interaction
measures before and
during acoustic screening experiment,
Youngs Bay, 9-29 Sept. 1983.

9/16!

damagerate when the equipment was operating was identical 7% of 288 salmon
sampled; X = .002, p = .96! in the 60 trips investigated during the experimental

period.

During interviews,

fishermen reported seeing at least one harbor seal

swimning upstream under the bridge with

its

head out of water while

the devices

were operating.
This would greatly reduce the amount of sound energy reaching
the seal's ears, potential'1y allowing the animal to pass the AHDrelatively
unaffected by the sounds Project observers spotted one seal swimmingdownstream
toward the bridge in an ar ea where the AHDsignals were strong enough to be
audible
still

tion

in air

to humans.

headed in the

This seal dove approximately

direction

in which a harbor

of the

AHD screen.

seal ate a coho from a gill

150 m from the bridge,

We also

witnessed

an interac-

net set about 300 m above the

bridge. Several fishermen reported watching from the boat basin as a seal
worked a gill net which was set about 150 m above the bridge.
If we combine all Youngs Bay interview data taken in September, the damage
rate from seals was 10.3$ of 765 salmon sampled, with chinooks and cohos equally
affected.
This represents a significant
increase over damagesamples taken in
1981 .7% of 372 salmon! and 1980 .1$ of 413 salmon! during the month of
September in Youngs Bay Beach et al. 1985!.
Com arative
1984

Columbia

Evaluation
River

of Various
Winter

Seal Harassment

Chinook

Techni

ues

Season

Six gill-netter
s fishing
the Woody Island drift
Columbia River, zone 2! volunteered to test the various seal harassment techniques during the winter season
in late February/early
March 1984. Two fi shermen wer e each given AHDs, seal
bombs, or shell crackers, plus log forms to fill
out for each drift.
"Control"
drifts
resulted when fishermen were awaiting supplies of harassment devices or
chose not to employ their devices.

Since the majority
the experimental

of full-time

gill-netters

harassment at the same time,

on this drift
we assumed that

participated

to feed from the net presenting the least aversive stimulus to them.
environmental

and fishing

influences

on seal behavior

in

seals would choose

Other

were assumed to be random

with respect to the harassment technique employed.! Therefore the techniques
could be ranked according to their effectiveness in preventing fish damage
table 2!. Comparisons of pairs were also made using t-tests of fish per drift
per day.

The AHDwas the most successful method tested, although 9X damagestill
occurred with the device operating table 2!. Although catches made using the
AHDwere unaffected compared to no-harassmant conditions t = 1.11, d.f = 13,
p = .I4!, seal-damaged salmon were significantly
reduced t = 2.59, p '.05!.
One harbor seal was caught in the net during the second AHDdrft made; the only
other seal caught and reported was taken during a control drift.
A fisherman
using the AHDnoted that a seal was seen 300 ft {91 m! from the device on the
fifth day of testing.
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Table 2. Rankingof seal harassment
techniquesby percent of seal-damaged
chinooksalmonin sampledgill net catches, WoodyIsland, winter season,1984.
0 OF

CHINOOKS SAMPLED

HARASSMENT

«I

% DAMAGED
CHINOOKS

IIII

AHD
SEAL BOMBS
NO HARASSMENT
CRACKER SHELLS
OTHER & UNKNOWN

* Chi-square

test,

9.
20.
24.
36.
49.

UNDAMAGED

2'%
5%
3%
4%
1%

108
31
84

p<.10

SIGNIFICANTLY
DIFFERENT FROM

DAMAGED
11

SEAL BOMBS*

8
27

OTHER/UNKNOWN**
OTHER/UNKNOWN**

14

8

29

28

ALL OF ABOVE**
ALL OF ABOVE**

+* Chi-square test,

p<.05

The fish damagerate using seal bombs0.5%! was not significantly

dif-

ferent from that using no harassment4.3%! over the courseof this fishery

table 2!. For the sevendayswhenseal bombs
wereused,significantly fewer

fish were damagedt = 1.51, p<.10!, but significantly

fewer fish were caught t

= 2.00, p<.05! than on the no-harassmentdrifts. Using seal bombs,therefore,
did not increasethe salable component
of the catch t = 0.11, p = .46!.

Drifts in which fishermen shot shell crackers n = 9! or conventional ammu-

nition n = 4! had higher damage
rates, 36%of 22 fish and40%of 5 fish,
respectively.

The highest damagecategory, 50%of 52 fish, resulted fram 16

drifts in whichthe fishermandid not log the harassment
methodused if any!.
It is not knownwhether this omission systematically biases the evaluation

results

given here.

1984-1985

Budd Inlet

Chinook

Squaxin Island Tribal

Fisheries

fishermen gillnet

for fall

chinook in the Budd Inlet/Dana

Passagearea of southern Puget Sound. Chinook salmonmigrate during late July
through September,boundfor the DeschutesRiver at Olympia, Washington. Both
drift gill nets and set nets anchored nightly at certain locations near shore!
are fished to intercept the salmon. The fishery operates from sunset to dawn.
The 1984 season was open from July 31 to September 8.

Effort

and catches were

low the first two weeks, averaging five landings/day of six salmoneach. The
fishery peakedAugust 23-25, whena maximum
of 31 fishermen caught up to 23.5
chinooks a night; then it diminished in both effort and catches during
September. A total of 7619 chinook salmonwere sold throughout the season, for
a value of $166,222to the fishermen. Ninety-five percent of the salmonwere
landed by drift-netters.
Similar landing patterns were found in 1985. Peak

catchesoccurredsomewhat
later August27-30!, and fewer fish werecaught
overall

980!.

Fishermenhavecomplainedthat seal interactions havebeenincreasing in the
last few years T. Tynan,SquaxinIsland Tribe, Shelton, Washington,personal

communication!.
TheSquaxinTribal Fisheriesoffice suppliesseal bombs
from

the California Seal Control Corporation to membergill-netters
T. Tynan, personal communication!, who also use ordinary firecrackers occasionally to repel
seals'

Harbor seals which interact
several

haulout

with this

areas in southern

fishery

Puget Sound.

could originate
The largest

from one of

nearby haulout

group, with an average of 120 seals Calambokidis et al. 1985!, uses log rafts
in Henderson Inlet which are less than three miles from the Dana Passage fishing
area. Another group of seals, averaging 27 animals Calambokidis et al. 1985!,
hauls out on log booms in Budd Inlets

The high count of harbor seals in

southern Puget Sound is about 700 animals maximum Calambokidis et al. 1985!.
Data on the baseline rate of seal interactions were collected by interviews
with fi shermen Beach et al. 1985!. Gill-netter s using experimental seal
harassment techniques

were excluded from this

sample, but a large

percentage

of

other fishermen landing at Boston Harbor were interviewed daily by the Tribal
salmon sampler. In 1984, from 41-93K of drift net-caught salmon landed per week
7' of the total catch! and from 28-1004 of the set net catches per week 9'4
of the total! were sampled. Over 300 interviews were completed for marine
mammal-fisheries

interactions.

In 1984, seal damagerates to drift-netted
chinook ranged from 61.5$ unsalable the first week to 1.6$ the week of peak catches table 3!. Throughout the
season 213 chinooks were projected

2.9$ of the total

unsalable

because of seal damage.

catch and reduced fisherman income by $4670 table

rates to set-netters

were initially

This was

3!.

zero and ranged to 54.55 the last

Damage

week of

the season. The 42 chinook projected unsalable were valued at $750 and repr esented

11.3$

of

the

set

net

catch.

Interestingly,
seal damagerates for the 1984 season were approximated by
samples taken during the third week of the fishery August 12-18! for both gear
types table 4!. This was one week before peak run when damagerates became
minimal due to the large number of chinooks caught!.
In 1985, 140 interviews

with drift-netters

represented 29'K of the fishing

trips and 30'4 of the catch.
Chinook salmon that were unsalable
damage amounted to 3. lg of fish sold, which is not significantly

because of seal
different
from

the 2.9$ damagerate the previous year. This projected to 162 salmon valved at
$2946 table 3!. OnIy four interviews were collected from set-netters, and
these were taken the first and last weeks when seal damageswere expected to be
extreme.
mate

Thus the 26K damage rate measured is considered

could

be made for

Up to eight

the

full

maximal, and no esti-

season.

Squaxin drift-netters

and two set-netters

volunteered

to test

seal harassment techniques in 1984. They were randomly assigned to use either
AHDsor seal bombs, shoot their own guns, or use no harassment for five nights
in a row,

whereafter

they rotated

to the use of another method.

Because the volunteer gill-netters
harassment methods in ways that

fishing

effort

differed

for the various

methods.

harassmentconditions.
sampleswere sufficient
damage rates

which

might

were instructed

suited

their

between gill-netters,
The largest

fishing

to use the assigned
techniques,

and because

unequal sample sizes were achieved

sample, 124 drifts,

occurred

under no-

AHDdrifts amountedto a sample of 103. Both these
to analyze by weekover a four-week period for trends in
be related

to habituation

stimulus provided by the AHD, Gill-netters

of the

seals

to the

sound

used sea1 bombsduring 24 drifts,

ran the net with their boats on 15 drifts,

bombson 13 drifts.

and ran their nets throwing seal

Thesesampleswere sufficient

for analysis over the entire

period. Only two shooting drifts weresampled,so these weredroppedfrom the
analysis.

Theeffects of the various methodswere rankedaccordingto the percent of
damagedchinooks in the catches {table 4!. The AHDwas the most successful
method, with a damagerate of 1.9$ comparedto 5.9$ damagein the absenceof

seal harassment. Methodsalready in use in the general fishery {as evidencedby

the 3%damagerate obtained from interview data during the test period! were

also moresuccessfulthan no harassmenttable 4!.

Runningthe boat along the

net ranked next, although the 3.84 damagewas not significantly
either the methods used by the fleet

under baseline conditions

different

from

or from no

harassment. Runningthe net was a significant improvementover using seal
bombs,however, which ranked last at 18.3%chinook damage{table 4!.

Table 3. Unsalablechinook salmonremainsin gill nets as a percentageof chinook sold, and projected total losses due to harbor seals, by gear type and

week, Budd Inlet,

Duly-September 1984-85.

1984

DRIFT

NET

1985

DRIFT

NET

MEEK
D VLIJ

61. 5f
9. 5%
2.95
1.6%
3. lf
4. 55

TOTAL

2. 9l

ecause o roun

Table 4.

1ng,

9 126
31
480

$ 213
$ 746

34
50

499
642

$ 811
$1133

65

857

$1306

25

314

$ 460

213*

2867*

$4669

te

co umn

oes not tata

12
193
26
426
8 125
29
470

$ 319
$ 656
$ 160
$ 480

88

1365

$1331

3.1$

162*

2580*

$2946

.

Rankingof seal-harassmenttechniques by percent of seal-damagedchi-

nook salmon in sampled gill

net catches, Budd Inlet,
0 OF

HARASSMENT

TECHNIQUE

I-square
**Chi-square

1984.

CHINOOKS SAMPLED

'X DAMAGED
CHINOOKS

UNDAMAGED

DAMAGED

1. 9X
3. O'X
3.8X
5. 9'X
7. 5%
18.3%

633
2976
125
690
62
85

12
91

AHD
BASELINE
RUNNING NET
NO HARASSMENT
RUN NET 8c BOMB
SEAL BOMBS

50

22. 2'l
4.1%
1.2$
1. 8%
4. O'5

test,
test,

p <. 0
p <.05

43
5
19

SIGNIFICANTLY
DIFFERENT FROM
NO HARASSMENT**
NO HARASSMENT**
SEAI BOMBS**
SEAL BOMBS**
SEAL BOMBS*
ALL OF ABOVE*

The possibility

that

the harassment methods influenced

affected the damagerates in this manner was investigated

chinook catches and

by comparing catches

per drift including damagedand undamaged
fish!.
The meancatch using the AHD
.3 chinooks! was not significantly different from the control .9
chinooks/drift!.
Runningthe net raised the average catch to 8.7 salmon, a
significant increase over no harassment t = 1.71, d.f. = 137, p<.05!. Using
seal bombswhile running the net negated this effect . 1 fish/drift!,
whereas
using bombsalone significantly
d.f. = 146, p<.10!.

lowered the catch to 4.3 salmon/drift

t = 1.32,

During the first three weeks of AHDtesting, only one salmon per week was seal
damagedin the sample. Nine salmon were damagedthe fourth week. This damage
rate . 1$ of 223 fish! was not significantly
different from either the noharassment sample X = 0.50, p = .48! or the general fishery Xz = 0.07, p =
.79! rate for the same period.
In 1985 the experiment was repeated, comparing only the AHDversus no seal
harassment. Overall,
5. 1%of 475 salmon caught using the AHDwere seal damaged
versus 8.5$ of 424 fish caught without the device. Although the chi-square for

this comparisonwas significant Xz = 4.25, p<.05!, sample results amongthe
five fishermen reporting were highly variable. Onehad no seal damagewhen
using the AHD, and two had damagesnot significantly

the fishery . 1%and 3.6$!.
the AHD: 154 and 18%of their

different

from the rest of

Twofishermen reported higher damageswhenusing
respective catches.

Because of this variability,
we treated "fisherman" as an independent variable
and examined the gill-netters'
damagerates normalized by the arcsine
transformation! using ANOVA. This analysis showed an insignificant
AHDeffect

F = 1. 18, p . 10!. A Wilcoxon rank sumtest of fish per drift revealed that
catches were significantly higher whenusing the AHD z = 2.28, p<.05!, but the
numberof fish damageddid not differ significantly
z = 0. 12, p = .45!.
In order to compare the financial benefits to this fishery
seal-harassment techniques, we projected the damagerates that
1984 experiments to the total catch landed by those fishermen
experimental harassment. Data were sufficient
to project the

damagesfor only four weeks excluding the first

of using various
resulted from our
not involved in
costs of seal

and last week! and on a weekly

basis for only two harassment conditions:
none and AHD. The other harassment
methods were evaluated over the entire four-week period.
Our estimate of the baseline loss during this period was $3030 for the entire
nonexperimental fishery.
Using no seal harassment would have resulted in an

estimated $5729loss.

The damagerate obtained using the AHDwould project to

a $1351 loss. Thus, if everyone in the fleet experienced the samebenefit as
our AHDsample, we would predict a savings to the fishery of $1679 over baseline
damages. Most of the loss projected $1013! steaaed from damagerates measured

the final week, whenusing the AHDresulted in no significant
traditional

techniques used by the fleet

benefit over the

or using no seal harassment at all.

Runningthe net resulted in a greater projected seal damageloss $4592!, but
this was less than if no harassmenthad been used. Seal bombsproducedthe
highest estimated loss, $17,535. This latter estimate is no doubt exaggerated,
since the gill-netters would probably not have thrown seal bombsunless they had

perceivedseals to be a problemduring these drifts.!

Discussion

Acoustic

Harassment

Device--Individual

Net Protection

In no fishery investigated was the AHDcompletely successful in protecting
salmon throughout a 150 fm 74 m! or 250 fm 57 m! gill net. Although seals
initially
seemedto maintain 100 m distance from activated AHDs, several seal
observations were subsequently made between 10 and 50 m from the device. Awbrey

and Thomas 1984! measuredthe underwater sound level of a 12 kHz swept-pulse
AHD, which averaged 135-140 dB at about 100 m, and attenuated about 6 dB with
each doubling of distance in water 20-30 m deep. These authors theorized that
physical discomfort in pinnipeds would occur 25-50 m from the sound source.

They also cautioned that exposure to higher intensities

could cause hearing loss

deafening the animals to this frequency band! which would be impossible to
distinguish

behaviorally

from "simple acclimation"

Awbrey and Thomas1984!.

In most fisheries where we tested the AHD, salmon damagewas initially
reduced while the machine was on. In nightly gill-netting
at Budd Inlet, and
during the 5-day/week winter season on the Columbia, the AHDwas relatively
effective for the first three weeks of testing.
In the 1982 ODFMtest fishery

conducted on alternate days!, salmondamageswere lower during AHDdrifts

for

at least a month Nate, Brown and Greenlaw 1983!. After longer periods of use,
the AHDeither showed no significant
effect on damagerates, or significantly
more fish damageoccurred while the machine was on. This latter result was

found for the ColumbiaRiver coho fishery and the ODFM
test fishery in 1984, as
shown in figure

4.

These observations could be explained by one or more of the following

hypotheses: I! sea'ls habituate to the sound stimulus; ! individual seals
have different toler ances to the sound, possibly becauseof hearing insensitivity;

!

the sound exposure is not painful

but merely startling,
with the stimulus;
seals to find

to seals at these distances

and someanimals learn the limits of danger associated

or !

and eat fish

the sound signal becomesa conditioned

reinforcer

for

in the net.

That the AHDinfluenced seal behavior suggests that its startle

be useful in certain situations.

effect

could

In order to postpone habituation/learning on

the part of the seals it seems prudent to vary the stimulus by moving the sound
source and by incr easing the interval between pulses.
Although some fishermen
in this study did this on their own initiative,
these variables were not
controlled for in our design.!
Ideally the transmission could be made con-

tingent upon the seal's behavior to preserve its effect as a negative reinforcer.

For the drift gill-netter wishing to purchase an acoustic harassmentdevice,
a favorable cost/benefit ratio would seemto dependon the seal-damagelosses
the fisherman could expect in three to four weeks of fishing
none of the fisheries

we studied

were individual

short-term

in one area.

In

losses that

valuable.

Imaginingthe introduction of this technologyto high-volume,high-damage
salmon
gill

net fisheries,

we would expect the first

petitivee advantageover their neighbors

fishermen to use it to have a com-

Continued or widespreadAHDuse

against the samegroupof seals we expect wouldresult in behavioral adaptions
on their part whichwouldnegatethe AHD'seffectiveness as a net protector,
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Other

Seal

Harassment

Techni

ues

Running the boat along the net seems to increase catches.
This can be
effected by manually picking individual
salmon out of one section of net while

the rest of the net continues to fish.
WDGparticipated in an experiment with
Tim Tynan, Squaxin Fisheries, in which chinooks known to be netted by thei r
splashing or by dipping movementsof the net were raised and their location
marked with

flagging,

then returned

to the water still

marked fish was eaten by a seal prior to retrieval
that "running
damage rate.

the net" would have increased

gilled

in the net.

of the net.

One

This suggests

the catch and reduced the seal

As in the Columbia River fisheries studied in 1980-82 Beach et al. 1985!,
the damagerate was higher when seal bombswere used than when they were not.
Two possible explanations for this finding are that
1! seals have already
damagedsalmon before they are seen and the seal bombsare used or ! the sound
of the explosion deters salmon from entering the net. The latter hypothesis is
supported by the fact that catches were reduced in the seal bomb samples from
the WoodyIsland and Budd Inlet fisheries.
Our experimental design was not sensitive enough to test hypothesis I!, so it is not known whether seal bombs pr event further damageonce some has occurred.
Acoustic

Harassment

Device--Drivin

and Exclusion

of Seals

from

Fishin

Areas

The only indication that the AHDwas successful in driving seals during
testing in the Youngs Bay fishery was the report from one fi sherman of a seal
travelling
ahead of the device at great enough speed to break through a gill
net. We have no evidence that any seals were driven completely out of the test
area during

the AHD sweeps.

The fact

that

seals were not seen from the boats using the AHD equipment

might mean that seals if present! avoided the stimulus.
Although our boats
were moving at slow speed to keep the transducers submerged, it is possible that
seals could have remained underwater, hidden behind vegetation or topography, or
doubled back behind the boats. Hanan and Scholl 985!, using similar equipment
by the samemanufacturer, reported that three AHDsweeps of the Klamath River
were required to move one individual
harbor seal downriver,
avoided herding throughout several sweeps.
We presented

stationary
at

much closer

and-error

observational

sound stimulus
distances

learning

evidence

that

some seals

while

are able

up to 150 m from the source underwater
on the

surface

with

may have been involved

bridge when the AHDunits were operating.

their

ears

out

of

another
to tolerate

the

and apparently

water.

Trial-

with the seals which passed under the

Routes were possible around the

transducers at greater distances at the ends of the bridge figure
2! if the
seals had entered shallow water and negotiated between pilings.
Hanan and

Scholl 985!
transducer

observed two seals attempting to pass an activated,

by swimming on the far

side of a sand bar at low tide.

anchored AHD
These authors

also reported that one seal succeeded in passing the AHDto move upstream on the
Klamath.

Somefishermen believed that only three seals were active in the Upper
Youngs Bay ar ea during

our AHD experiments.

!f even a few seals are not

deterred by the AHDor can learn to avoid aversive stimuli, seemingly this is
sufficient to cause damageto netted salmon at rates significantly
higher than
those measured in previous
54

years.
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AcousticHarassmentTestingin the SanFranciscoBay
PacificHerring,ClvpeaHarengus,Gill Netand Purse
Seine Fisheries
DoyleHananandJohnScholl
CaliforniaDepartment
of FishandGame

The National Marine Fisheries Serv1ce and the California

Department of Fish

and Gameare test1ng nonlethal methods of preventing marine mammal/fishery
conflicts
to reduce marine mamal mortality
and the loss of' caught fish.

Spawning the pacific

herring, ~CIuea haren us allasi,

roundhaul gear in San Francfsco Bay an severa
California
during the winter months. California

are taken by gill

ot er large
sea lions,

net and

bays in northern
Zalo hus califor-

ni anus, and pac1fic harbor seal s. Phoca v1tu'ling richardsi,
ave een~oserved
~ovnteract with these fisheries
Mwiwer~et a . IOOO3. IIn nIO00, Miller estimated that pfnnipeds 1n San Francisco Bay removed an estimated 44,000 lb of
Paciffc herring from gill
nets and 28,000 lb of Pacific herring from pursing
roundhaul

nets.

Two underwater acoustic harassment devices AHD!, developed by Dr. Bruce
Nate of Oregon State Universfty Miller 1983!, were tested in the Pacific
herr1ng fisheries of San Francisco Bay. The sound emitted by these AHDs one at
12 kilohertz [kkz] and one at 17 kHz! is within the hearing range of pinnipeds
and shows some promise of driving

shells {CS!, which are similar

pinnipeds

away from fishing

to firecrackers

but fired

also tested in the hope that they might startle
have a synergistic
effect with the AHD to drfve
The tests

were conducted on February 15-16,

vessels.

Cracker

from a shotgun, were

and drive away the sea lions
away sea lions.

or

1983 aboard the R/V Pandalus

using the 12-kHz or 17-kHz AHDsand cracker shells in an attempt to keep
pinnfpeds away from coneercfal fishing gill
nets . An AHD was used w1thf n 15 to
20 m of the gill
nets, when pi nn1peds were observed foraging and the fish1ng

vessel operator was advised of the 1ntended research.
during these tests were California
farthest
from the fishing vessel.

All pfnn1peds observed

sea lions foraging at the end of the net
Harassment was conducted from the R/V

Pandalus as close to foraging animals as possible, and the AHDwas operated
between 30 and ng seconds in a random pulse mode during each harassment. Moth
adult male AN! and nonadult male {MAM! sea lions reacted to the f1rst pulse of
the 12-kHz AHDwith an immed1ate dive response.
Subsequently, a few MANwere
observed leaving the area swimming on the surface.
Each time the device was
turned off, AM were observed near the middle of the net between the R/V
Pandalus and the fishing vessel! within a few minutes.
When AM were tested with the 12 kHz and 17 kHz sfmultaneously,
dive response was observed and was followed by recurrent sightings

vicinity.
seemed

Surface duration,
to

be extended

an immediate
in the net

however, was obviously shortened, and dive periods

.

*Reproduced, with minor changes, from California

ish

and Game,
Brune

~0. 'TW3~min
56

>str atv ve eport CJ- - .

Pegr

There were only a few occasions when CS could be used safely because of' the
close proximity of fishing vessels . One of those tests followed by a 30-second
AHDpulse produced the best results,

since there were na further

s1ghti ngs for the remainder of the net pull

sea lion

approximately 15 minutes! .

Three roundhaul sets were observed on February 17 aboard a commerc1al
herri ng purse seine vessel . The 17-kHz AHDwas used with CS to mave sea lions
out of the pursed net while the herring were being concentrated for brailing .
3uring the first
two sets, CS were exploded at the center net whenever an animal
surfaced, and then the AHDwas turned on for 30 seconds. During each of the

first two sets, at least one sea lion stayed 1n the net after AHAharassment.
Hhenbrailing began, a special effort was required by the fishermen to get the
animal out . During the third set, about ten CS were exploded at close as
possible to the individual sea lions and were followed by a 30-secand AHDpulse.
All

seven animals were cleared

had been brailed . These

and kept out of the net until

after

the herring

tests show that sea lions respond, at least initially,

to acoustic harassment . They
fishing operations,
especially

show that sea lions can be driven away from
when an AHD is combined with the use of CS.

because of the shart duration of the tests, we do not know if these responses
~ill be long term or lasting and wauld recommendadd1tional testing in these
f1sher

ies.
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AcousticHarassmentTestingin the KlamathRiver
SalmonFishery
DoYleHananandJohnScholl
CaliforniaDepartment
of FishandGame

During September 1989, two days of acoustic
Klamath River in conjunct1on w1th the California

work were conducted on the
Department of Fish and rgame's

salmon seine and tag operations.
Harbor seals, Phoca vitul1na, are suspected of
seeking out tagged salmon that are perhaps more ~vu neraaae to seal predation
after

tagging.

A 12-kHz acoustic

harassment device

AHD! was used to herd har-

bor' seals downstream of the seining site in an attempt to eliminate predation on
tagged salmon.
Acoustic work was conducted each day after seining operat1ons had begun and
harbor seals were observed in the vic1nity
of the seining site.
An observer on
a cliff
overlook stayed in radio contact with the skiff carrying the AHA and
relayed sightings of' seals . When a seal was sighted, the skiff swept downri ver
in an S-shaped pattern,
starting. well above the se1ne sfte and continuing to a
designated anchor point below the seine site.
The skiff was then anchored and
the AHDwas operated continuously
to produce an acoustic barrier throughout the
remainder of the tagging operation . Cliff
obser vatfon for seals mov1ng upriver
of

the

acoustic

barrier

continued

.

At least four harbor seals were observed in the vic1nfty
of the seine s1te
on the first
day. The AHDwas used in an attempt to move these an1mals
downriver.
At the end of the f1rst sweep, one seal with dark pelage remained
upriver of the area swept . Two more sweeps of the sei ne vicinity
were required
to move th1s an1mal downriver.
When this was accomplished, the group of animals
was kept downriver of the designated anchor site for a period of three hours as
verified
by the cliff
observer.

The anchor site was located at m1driver approximately 900 m below the seine
sfte
the

at m1dri ver
sk1ff,

figure

and there

1! . The

was a shallow

main river
sandbar

channel was on the south side of
between the

skiff

and the

north

shor e

at low tide.
All observed attempts by the seals to bypass the activated AHD
were made between the sandbar and the north shore.
Two of the seals attempting
to move past the skiff
in this manner were observed frequently
look1ng in the
direction
of the sk1ff and then turning back when reaching the end of the sandbar just upriver of the skiff.
No salmon were observed eaten during the test1ng
per1od . The AHA was tur ned off about 1430 hours, and at 1445 hours three seals
were observed back in the vicinity
of the seine site .
On the second day, an in1tial
sweep of the seining vicinity
moved four seals
downriver to the anchor locatfon.
Within 15 minutes, a fifth
seal, not previously sited, was observed in the seining vicinity.
Several sweeps to move
this animal downri ver were attempted with no success, and so the sk1ff was
anchored

at the

Sometime later,

same anchor

a seal

sight

with

four

seals

observed

w1th dark pelage moved upriver

downriver.

past the sound harrier

I;arne,Coastal Marine Maamal~Stud, Annual Re ort for the period July 1,
19RP.-June30, 11913. ~Aministrat~ve

Report L, - -~.

Fe$ruary Tggg.

to

.join the seal that had avoided herding, and the two seals were each observed
eating a salmon near the seining site during this test period .
Fram this test, we might conclude that the AHD used without any other type
of harassment is only moderately successful with harbor seals in a river
situation.
Because the test lasted only two test days and involved only nine
seals,

testing

we do not feel

in this

that

this

was a conclusive

test

and reconmend additional

type of environment .
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Effects of CrackerShells on CaliforniaSea Lions, Zalophus

Californianus,Interactingwith the SouthernCalifornia
PartyboatRshery
JohnSchollandDoyleHanan
CalliforniaDepartment
of FishandGame

Introduction

Two species of marine manmals interact

with

southern California

commercial

passenger fishing vessels partyboats!
Miller et al . 1983! . They are
California sea lions, Zalo hus californianus,
and in some cases Pacific

harbor

hookedTisli fromrfts ii~ng ines

.partyhoat skippers also comp'Iatnthat the

presence of California

causes the number of fish

sea lions

being caught to drop

off or stop completely. Miller estimated in 1<RAthat sea lions removed 11,81?
hooked Pacific bonito 8% of the total loss! and large numbers of several other
fish

species from partyboat
The California

fishing

lines.

Department of Fish and Game DFG! and the National

Fisherfes Service NMFS! are both interested
marine

mamnals to

report

revfews the use of a small

potential

reduce

or eliminate

their

explosive

Marf ne

in nonlethal methods of controlling
interaction

with

charge called

fisheries.

a cracker

method of keeping marine mammalsaway from fishing

This

shell

as a

vessels.

Two types of cracker shell CS! were used in this research. Originally
designed to scare birds away from farm crops, the first type was a small explosive shell fired from a 1?-gauge shotgun. The shell explodes in the air or on
the water surface and has a range of 50 to 75 m, depending on wfnd conditi ons.
The objective of this explosive fs to startle and scare the marine mammalaway
from the fishing area. The second type of CS is fired from a 6-mm pistol using
a blank cartridge.
The pistol is less obstrusive, allowing the skipper to carry
it in a pocket; however, it is not as accurate as the shotgun type and has only
a ?5-m range. A propelled whistling rocket was also tested but proved to be
unreliable due to its unpredictable flight path.
Since San Diego-based partyboats

have the highest

sea lion

interaction

rate

in California
Miller et al. IqR3!, 76%of our sampling effort was concentrated
off San Diego and the remainder on partyboats out of the Long Reach and Dana
Point landings. Trips aboard partyboats reporting marine mammalinteractions
were prearranged by phone. The observer carried all necessary CS equipment
aboard each fishing vessel and skippers were asked to announce to the passengers
the planned use of the CS. The skippers were further instructed in the use of
the CS and asked to fire the CS during all marine mammalinteractions.
The
observer monitored total fish caught, fishing time at each location, and all sea

Game,Coastal Marine MammalStud , Annual Re ort for the Period,!uly

1,

TKF-Juneau,
Tggg.Tdmlnls
ra ive~eport,- -TlK. February
1Vt.
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lion sightings even if no fnteractfons

occurred.

After fishing

which CS had been used in marine mammal interactions,
were conducted to evaluate the acceptance of CS.

public

trips

during

opinion

surveys

Results

Twenty-nine partyboat trips were sampled during 1982-83.
In gener al,
skipper cooperation was good, but during two sampling trips,
the skippers seemed
to avoid using CS unless specifically
asked to do so. One skipper in San Diego
refused to allow CS to be used aboard his vessel although the observer had
already been permitted aboard and had assumed that the skipper would cooperate.
That skfpper claimed he had previously tested the shells and felt that they were

ineffective.

A skipper from the Los Angeles area reported using CS, acquired

from a source other than the DFG, and claimed that the shells were dangerous.
He based his conclusion on a test he made himself when a CS exploded next to
fishermen

on deck.

Most of the testing was conducted in May and July although the greatest
number of interactions
per trip was recorded in May and August.
During CS
testing,
San Diego boats had the highest catch rate with a mean of 1.69 fish

per

hook n
22!, while all other areas combined had a mean of 1.00 fish per hook
hours n
7!. No significant
correlation
R = 0.18! was found between the
number of ffsh caught per hook hour fishing success! and the number of sea lion
sfghtings within 100 m of the vessel figure 1!.
The mean resighting

time for

a sea lion

within

100 m of the partyboat

fallowing

a CS explosion was 7.5 minutes n = 56!.

effective

when there were no sea lion

15 minutes or longer following
of the time.

sightings

the explosion,

However, as the effectiveness

If CSs are defined to be

within

100 m of the vessel

then it was effective
of CS increased,

for

27% n = 85!

fishing

success did

not increase figure 1!. Furthermore, as the number of CS used per trip
increased, the number of effective shots did not necessarily increase figure
2!, perhaps indicating a skill vector fn the skipper's use of CSs or some
individual
tolerances to CS by sea lions.
The nearness of the explosion to the
anfmal is another variab1e likely
to determine the effectiveness
of CS or
perhaps the shooting skill
of the skipper, but our sample size for this variable

fs small figure

2!.

ionn of our staff

is that

Although effecti veness is difficult
adult

fnf'luenced by or even oblivious
Public

males, especially

to the effect

large

table

1!.

the opin-

males, seemed less

of the CS explosion.

acceptance of CS appears to be nearly

of those surveyed condoning it

to quantify,
adult

unanimous, with

A majority

5'4!

95'l

n = 97!

of the surveyed

group also felt some control was needed and that the device would be acceptable
on a regular basis.
There were no obvious relationships
between opinion survey
results and either fishing success or the number of CS used per trip.
Catch
composition does not appear to be related to sea lion interactions
except that

interactions averaged 20.6 per trip when yellowtail
Seriola dorsalfs! was a
catch component and 14.4 per trip when Pacific mackereeegcomKer ga onicos! was
a catch component. The overall meanwas 10.6 n = 29! se~aion sig tings per
trip,
trips.

and Pacific

mackerel was the top fish

species caught during

the sampling

61

Discussion

Although the CS is at present considered to be effective on a limited basis,
the following points need consideration.
! The CS is nonlethal, and currently
the partyboat skippers have no legal recourse when harassed by seal lions but to
move their

vessel.

effectiveness
right

!

As skippers

become more proficient

of the device may improve. !

with the CS, the

The user public would accept CS

now.
In most circumstances,

the CS does not appear capable of reducing

interac-

tions with partyboats for a reasonable amount of time, and the number of shells
needed to harass animals effectively

does not seem to be economically

CS harassment

nonlethal

coordinated

with

other

devices

such

feasible.

as underwater

acoustic sound harassment may be effective.
Since only limited acoustic
harassment research has been conducted at this time, we recomnend additional
testing

of CS and acoustic

harassment

Literature

devices.
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Acoustic Harassment and Cracker Shell Tests in the Southern

California PartyboatFishery
John Scholl

CaliforniaDepartment
of FishandGame
In January and April
tested

1n the partyboat

of 1083, a IP-kWz acoustic harassment device AHA! was
fishery

near San Diego.

The first

place approximately three miles west of point Lornashortly
drifted

over a surface

school of pacific

bonito,

test,

January 5, took

after the partyboat

Sarda chiliensis.

One adult

male AM! and one nonadult male RAM! were observ~e consumsngPacific

bonito

within 75 m of the partyboat and removing hooked fish from fishing lines.
The
AHDwas turned on for 30 seconds with no noticeable response from either of the

animals, which continued to eat f1sh at the surface.

A cracker shell

CS! was

exploded within 3 m of the sea lions,
causing an immediate dive response.
The
AHDwas then turned on for 30 seconds. One m1nute later,
the sea lions were
observed surfac1ng 80 m from the vessel and moving away. When f1shing slowed,
the vessel

moved and no further

interactions

occurred

on that

trip.

Dur1ng the second test trip on January PO, one and a half m1les offshore of
Pacific Beach, a HAM was observed with1n P5 m of the partyboat . Because fishing
was poor and there had been no interactions
with the an1mal, the devices were
not used until it was determined that the HAMhad some des1re to stay in the
vicinity.
At 0940 hours, a CS was exploded near the animal imtediately
followed
by a 30-second AHA harassment . The animal dove and at 0943 hours was observed
90 m from the vessel.
At 004tt hours another CS was exploded near the animal,
followed by AHD harassment . At
0~5l, the sea lion was observed at 75 m, but
moving toward the vessel.
The behavior of the animal had changed to extremely
short surface per1ods which did not allow for effective
CS harassment . Fishing
conti nued to be poor and the vessel departed shortly thereafter.
There were too few interactions
on the other trips to warrant use of
harassment, but these two tests suggest that CS and AWDused 1n combination may
effectively
move sea lions away from fishing vessels, at least for short periods
of

time.

More

extensive

research

is

recommended.

Game,CoastalMarineMamnal
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Acoustic

Harassment

Devices Tested in Combination

with

CrackerSheilson Pinnipedsinteractingwith the Southern
CaliforniaPartyboatFishery
JohnSchollandDoyleHanan
California
Department
of FishandGame

Introduction

Miller et al . RR3! documented
that California sea lions, ~Zalohus californianus, and Pac1fic harbor seals, Phoca vitu11na richardsi,

interact

a~outem California cosmercial passenger~slivng vVesses partyhoats!

with

hy

removing fish from fishing lines.
Because of increasing compla1nts about fish
losses and pinniped 1njuries, a study was in1tiated to seek solutions to the
conflict.
The study was conducted by the California Department of Fish and Game
CDFG! and the National Marine Fisheries Service NMFS!. The emphasis of the
program was to produce an effective nonlethal meansof keeping marine mammals
from interacting

with fishing

operations.

Cracker shells CS!, which are explod1ng projectiles
fired from shotguns,
were initially
tested dur1ng 1982-lq83 and found to be.marginally successful at
driving sea lions away from boats which were fishing Scholl and Hannan,
"Effects of cracker shells on California sea lions," and Scholl, "Acoustic
harassment and cracker shell tests in the southern California partyboat fishery,"
both in this volume!.
Acoust1c harassment devices AHD!, which transm1t noise
under water to drive marine matrmtals away from fishing operations,
were also
tested fn California
fisheries
with moderate success Mate and Miller 1083,
Scholl, in this volume!.
To test the effectiveness
of combining CS with AHD to

drive pinnipeds away from fish1ng vessels in the partyboat fishery,
conducted from March through September of 1984 . The
presented in this paper.
Materials

results

of that

a study was
study are

and Methods

AHDs used for this study were originally
developed by 'Dr. Bruce Mate of
Oregon State Oniversfty
and Mr. Charles Greenlaw of CMI-Cascade, Inc., to keep
harbor seals away fr om salmon spawning areas.
Fach AHD is composed of an underwater transducer which tr ansmits sound generated by a signal production box
using 110 AC power. Following is a list
of AHDs used in th1s study; they were

interchanged frequently

during the tests,

since each unit broke down at least

once.

AHD Device

Sound

Name

12k
17k
12wb

epro uced, wit

1Wll.

' ~,

Emitted

12 Kilohertz

kHz!

17 kHz
12-17 kHz
12 kHz

212r

vn

Level

minor changes, from California

n~

A~a~net~ra 1 ve Report C1-!3R-1 . une

0 artment

Tollg.

of Fish and i:arne

~ Iwvn

The tests were conducted aboard partyhoats as they went about their daily
fishing operations.
Trips were prearrangerl hy the observers to focus on fishing
areas reported to have high sea lion depredation rates.
Test equipment,
including an AHD, a shotgun, CS, and a tape recorder, was taken ahoard by the
ohserver . Skippers
were asked to announce to the passengers at t: he beginning of
the trip that OFI' personnel were ahoard and going to he testing AHD anrl CS. The
skippers were also asked to fire the CS with the shotgun during sea lion
interactions

.

The AHA signal production hox was placed in an easily accessible location on
the boat . At
each fishing site the transducer,
with lead weights attached for
stability,
was lowered into the water to a level well helow the vessel's draft
-7 m!, thus allowing the sound waves to emit in a11 directions.
Catch rates
by fish species and incidents of catch rtepredation hy sea lions were recorded on
the tape recorder.
When a sea lion
recorded

the

time,

was sighted
species,

within

age class,

Whenthe target animal was within

100 m of the vessel,
and distance

from the

the observer
fishing

vessel.

range of the shotgun <50 m!, the skipper was

asked to shoot the shotgun with the intention
of landing the CS as close as
possible to the animal without hitting
it . The AHD was turned on irrNIediately
following the CS explosion,
and the animal's reaction and movements, especially
inside the 100 m perimeter,
were recorded .

The observer recorded the time from firing the CS or activating the AHD
when it was used alone! until return of the same pinniped species of the same
age class! within the 100-m perimeter of observation.
Animals observed beyond
100 m of

the

vessel

were

not

considered

interactive

and were

not

recorded.

Each

firing of the CS followed hy use of an AHDwas considered a paired test . Since
the vessel changed location depending on the skipper's view of fishing success,
not all tests lasted the same amount of time, and on 33 occasions duri ng the 418
tests, the skipper changed fishing location before ~0 minutes had elapsed during
a test . Recause sea lions were kept away from the boat at least
departed, those data were includerl in the analysis.

until

the boat

At the end of each test trip,
the observer conducted a survey of the
passengers' observations and their opinions on the use of AHDs and CS.
Results

Data were gathered primarily
to explore the effectiveness
of CS paired with
AHDs, hut occasionally
only AHIls or only CS were used to drive the sea lions
away from the partyhoat . There
were 418 total interactions
during which either
an CS or an AHDwas used. Of those interactions,
POq involved an AHA and CS
used in combination; 66 involved CS used alone; and 143 involved an AHA used
alone.

Observers conducted tests on 105 of the 191 partyhoat trips
originated

from Long Reach, rrana Point,

Oceanside,

taken.

and San Diego during

Trips
the

period March through September of IqR4. The percentage of trips with tests
87 .5t ! is an indication of sea lion interaction rates, since tests were made

only whensea lions were within 50 m of the fishing vessel.
of tests per trip

5.1! was in April . During

to P.R per tri p and stayed at low levels

68

until

The highest number

May, the number of tests declined
August .

For all

tests

using AHDs, the mean time until

pinniped

return

was 13.74

minutesSD= P3.08,n = 357Iandthe median
timewas4.0 minutestable I!.
P'ecause the data were not normally

distributed

gl

= 3.3;

gP = 16.5!,

the median

time away MTA! was considered a less biased measurementof central tendency
than the mean and was used to compare effectiveness
CS were

tested

for testing.

alone

in these tests.

when an AHD malfunctioned

The MTA for those tests

Combining the results

of all

or

an AHD was not

was 5.0 minutes

four AHDs used with

n = 66,

table

available

I!.

no CS gives an MTA of only

: .0 minutes n = 143!; however, when the AHDswere paired with CS, an MTAof 6.0
minutes n = 900! was achieved with an MTArange of 3.0 minutes to 9.0 minutes
for each of the four AHDs table
Paired

I!.

CS-AHD Tests

Two variables
in the pairing of CS and AHD are the nearness of the CS explosion to the target animal and the nearness of the target animal to the AHO

transducer table 7!. Whenthe MTAratings were evaluated by the nearness of
the CS explosion to the target animal, the data show that the closer the explosion was to the animal the more effective

the test.

the animal gave an MTAof I2.0 minutes n = 59!.
distance

was 7 m to 5 m from the target

I!3! . Tests

CS exploding

within

I m of

The most frequent CS exploding

animal with

an MTA of 7 .0 minutes

n =

were most often initi ated with target animals between 31 m and 40 m

from the vessel with

an MTA of 1~.0 minutes

rearer than 31 m, the MTAwas much shorter

n = 74!,

and if

the animal was

ti.0 minutes or less, table ~!.

During months when adult male sea lions inter acted more frequently than
ether age classes, depredation of catch was also at the highest level.
The
paired AHO-CStests on adult males showedthis age class to be the least
affected MTA= 4.0 minutes, n = 45, table 3!. Whenfemales or subadult males
were tested

with

AHO-CS, and MTA of 6.0 minutes

n = 150! was obtained.

Juvenile sea lions were the most responsive to acoustic harassment with an MTA
af 15 minutes,

although

sample size was small

n = 14!.

Fishing block 860 see figure I!, in the vicinity
of the Point Lornakelp
beds, was the area with highest interaction rates and the ony block having
interactions each month during this study. The MTAfor all tests in this block
was 7.0 minutes n = 101, table 4!. Of the blocks with 16 or more tests, the
shortest MTAwas in block 790 MTA = ~.0 minutes, n = 16! and the longest MTA
was in block 877 MTA = 15.0 minutes, n = PP!. Other areas, such as hlock 761,
had seasonally high interaction rates with some problems lasting a week or less.
For example, an interaction

occurred June I about

5 miles

south of San Mateo

point block 802! in 5 fm of water. A male adult sea lion appearedto follow a
fishing vessel to four different locations duri ng a trip . This tri p hart the
highest fishing success .P8 fish per angler hour! and the shortest MTA.0
minutes, n = 35!. On June I> the same area was fished again with a similar
catch of fish

but no pi nni ped si ghti ngs .

During the month of 1uly, the lowest numberof paired tests per trip and the
longest MTAfor any one month 8 .0 minutes, n = 15! were recorded table 5! .
The shortest MTA.0 minutes, n = 35! during this study was obtained during the
month

of

March.
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There was little
difference in the MTAs, depending on the fish species being
caught table 6! although there was more success at keeping the sea lions away

whenbarracuda was the most abundantcomponentof the catch MTA= lO, n = 16!.
Two hundred and one opin1on surveys were taken by the observers following
acoustic harassment testing.
The results table 7! ind1cate acceptance of the
harassment methods used although

there

probably

would have been acceptance of

most nonlethal methods as long as something was tried.
These results are similar to those of the op1nion survey taken dur1ng the 1987-83 tests of CS.
Discussion

The MTA for the 1987-83 CS tests

was four minutes

n = 7~!

Scholl

and

Hanan, "Effects of cracker shells," in this volume!, which is quite close to the
results obtained during this study for CS used alone MTA= 5 min, n = 66!. The

use of CSpaired with AHDimprovedthe MTAto only s1x minutes n = '709!. Four
to six minutes of sea lion-tree fishing is not a very long time for fishing,
especially when one cons1ders the amount of time it may take to chum or lure the
desired

fish

to the fish1ng

could effectively

boat . Although

some of the observers

keep sea lions away from the fishing

felt

operations,

that

they

the data do

not show that to be true.
Another factor needing consideration
1s the ext1nction rate of the AHD-CSeffectiveness
with time.
It is possible that the sea
lions would learn not to fear or be driven away by the AHD-CS. We did not

address that factor
for

evaluation

of

in this study but expect it to be of considerable importance

these

dev1ces

.

Our paired tests were effective

samplesize was small.
crackershells,"

with harbor seals MTA = 14, n 6!

although

Other studies Kanan and Scoll, "Effects of

in this volume! suggest that harbor seals are responsive to AHA

harassment . Since

the AHDs used 1n this

study were originally

developed for

use

w1th harbor seals Charles t:reenlaw, personal communication! and since these
AHDs were effective

with harbor seals,

AHDsto improve their
sion of this

effectiveness

it

is possible

that

modification

of the

with sea lions would be a worthwhile exten-

study.
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Table 1. Summary
of harassmenttest results in the southern California partyboat
fishery.
Tests employed electronic acoustic harassment devices AHD!
and explosive cracker shell harassment CS!. Results are presented as
time in minutes! from beginning of sea lion harassment to return of a
similar

sea

lion.

NUMBER

l!EV ICE

TESTS

CS 1983
CS 1984

72
66

AHD no

MEAN

DEVI ATION

COEFF ICIENT
VARIATION

R.R

STANDARD

TIME AWAY
8.8

MEDIAN
TIMF AWAY

100'L

4.0

12.0

158'K

5.0

38. 2

1324

14.8

199%,

0.7
],5.4

186%

2,0
2.0
9.0

22.7

13%

q.o

15%

7.0
5.0

16.7

2~ 1
13.4
33.6

20~

8.1
17.6

15.9
26.5

352

13.7

23.1

7.6

CS

:i~7

29.0

:~.7k
;j2wb
'?12r
AHD with

32

7.7
2.6

100

8.3

50

17.1
],Q.4
15.0

27$

NA

CS

].7k

j.2wb
:!12r

3Q

RW
Poly,

3.0

ALL AHDs COMRI NEO

Ta

>to CS
With CS
1 otal

18M,

151%
168%

2.0
6.0
4.A

lable P. Results of paired AHD-CStests on California sea lions based on !
nearness of CS explosion distance to the sea lion and ! the distance
of the

sea lion

NUMBER

TII STANCE

I!

TESTS

to the

AHD transducer.

MEAN
TIMF AWAY

STANDARD
DEVIATION

COEFFI CIFNT
VARIATION

MEDIAN
TIME AWAY

CS
DISTANCE
0-1

m 57

2-5 m 83
6-10 m 38
ll+
m 31

20.8

17.4
30.4

13.7

],6 5

].6 .3

107%

12.A

24.3

1477
177'K

7.0
4.0

31.8

lo3t

4.0

i ! SEA LION
DISTANCE
0-10

m

11-90 m 4R
21-30 m 60
31-40 m 74
41-50 m 14
51+ m 6

106'K

3.0

11.2

13.8

1237,

R.O

19.9

31.3
23.1

164%

5.0

1~.6

118$

PR.A
NA

5] .0
NA

185'X

IP.A
R.Q

NA

NA

11.7

71

Tabl e

3. Results of paired AHD-CStests on California

sea lions based on

age class AM= adult male, NAM
= female or suhadultmale,,Iuv =

juvenile!

.

NUMBER

ArE CI ASS

TFSTS

AM

45

NAM

150
14

JUV

Table

MEAN

15.9
17.1

30.3
PP.4

NUMRER

TESTS

MEAN

TIME

AWAY

701
790

1
1R

170.0

740

1

71.0
18.4
1.5
18.4

4.8

7 5'
760

4

761
801

7
8

809

8

891
849
860
877
878

10

blocks

TIME

101%

on California

Fish and Gamefishing

MFD I AN

sea lions

AWAY

4.0

131$
167'I

47.3

Caifornia

Table

DEVIATION

4. Results of paired AHD-CStests

BLOCK 4

COEFF IC IENT
VARIATION

STANDARD

TIME AWAY

6.0
15.0

based on

see Appendix IV!.

STANDARD
DEVI ATION

COEFFICIENT
VARIATION

7.7

MEDIAN

TIME AWAY

9.0

91.6
5.1
17.R

90

30.6
16.0

101
p2

47 ~3
18.4
94.3

155'K
115%
1114

7.0
7.0
15.0

13.0

5.

MONTH
March

Results

of

NUMBER
TESTS

pai red AHD-CStests
MEAN
TIME

AWAY

on California
STANDARD
DEVIATION

sea lions
COEFFI CIENT
VAR I ATION

based on month.
MEDIAN
TIME

AWAY

35
76

11.3

16.R

14~t

April
May

3.0

70.1

149$

6.0

50

17.3

30.0
'7R.P

June

18

11.R

18.5

163%,
157'X

July
August
September

7.0
6.0

15

44.0

llRW
107'X
10~'L

PR.O

14 ~6
14.9

],9 ~9
36

13.0

11.0
s.n

Table 6. Results of paired AHD-CS
tests on California sea lions with a sample of
size 16 or more based on ! the fish most abundant in the catch during
a test and ! a fish being one of the three most abundant in the catch
dur ing

a test.

NUMBER
FISH

I!

TESTS

MEAN
TIME

AWAY

STANDARD

DEVIATION

COEFFI CIENT

Barracuda

16

46.O

69.6

Bonito

48

16.9

17.3

136'K
102'L

Kelp bass

70

14.R

~1.2

145%

P. macker el

Rl

18.7

71.4

137%

"! Barracuda
Bonito

33
o3

Kelp bass

134

P. mackerel
Yellowtail

70

MEDIAN

VARIATION

TIME

AWAY

10.0
7.0
6.0
6.0

37.7

I'54'K

91.6

33.7

113'K

7.0
6,0

17.7

P7.0

],BPW

6.0

18 ~0

95,6

149%,

PP.B

37.7

168'L

6.0
7.0

Table 7. Public opinion survey 489-83 and lq83-84 results!
results from
acoustic
AHD! and cracker shell
CS! harassment in the southern
California
partyboat fishery.
CS
1989-83

Tests

1983-84

Combined
iq8V-84

Bothersome?
5'5

YES

NO

osx

Controls
YES
NO

Needed?

Controls

Regularly?

YES
NO

Total

CS and AHD

76%

8W

24%

ill

76%
P4W

Surveyed

88%

IPC
314

73
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The Feasibilityand Effectivenessof Usingan Acoustic Barrier

to Restrictthe Movementsof Sealsinto NetartsBay,Oregon
JamesT. Harveyand BruceR.Mate
OregonStateUniversity
Robin F. Brown

OregonOepartment
of Fisheries
andWildlife
Introduction

In 1980 Oregon State University

developed an acoustic harassment technique

as a nonlethal meansof mitigating the effects of harbor seal Phoca vitulina!
ll

l l l

hl

ill

ll

hl

acoustic harrassmentdevice AHD! has been developed and used by different

agen-

cies on a number of marine mammalspecies. The results of these tests have been
variable.
In somecases, the AHDappeared to work well, while in others it
proved ineffectual.
Work has continued on the project in an effort to ascertain
the conditions under which it is effective and discover possible modifications
which would improve its performance.
Since its inception, the AHDhas been used to repel harbor seals from the
vicinity of an experimental chum hatchery at Whiskey Creek in Netarts Bay,
Oregon. During late October through November, numerous seals in fr ont of the
creek mouth prey upon returning salmon. The AHD has kept the majority of the
seals outside a 5G-m radius of the creek mouth. Unfortunately, the AHDdoes not

influence all individuals;
the creek preying

in 1984 one to three seals were seen repeatedly in

upon salmon.

In 1985 we placed a number of AHDsat a mouth of Netarts Bay to determine
how many seals could be excluded from the bay for a period of one week. Wehad

hopedthis would allow us to determine the proportion of the population affected
by this device and investigate
barrier

to their

the possibilities

of using AHDsto create a

movement .
Methods

Netarts Bay was chosen for this experiment because it is a relatively
small embayment,has a narrow mouth, and has been the location of numerous seal
studies over the last five years Brown 1981!.

Seals were driven from the bay by using two operating AHDs,cracker shells
fired
!rive

over animals on haulout grounds, and seal bombs. Three boats were used to
animals from the bay during the afternoon low tide of 8 October 1985.

Usingthe mainchanneland starting from WhiskeyCreek, the boats movedslowly
3ownbaywith two AHDsoperating continuously.

vere used intermittently.

Cracker shells and seal bombs

There was no way of assessing what proportion of the

seals in the bay at the time of the sweep remained; however, all

seals observed

~ere rapidly headeddownbay,and none were observed surfacing upbay of the boats
as they advanced.

After the boats with the harrassment devices had reached the mouth of the

iay, the AHDswere transferred to two of five boats which were mooredat equal

intervals of 5Gm acrossthe mouthof the bay. Theother three boats already
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contained AHDs, so that each moored boat had a single AHDat the start of the
experiment. Transducers were suspended 2 m below the water's surface. Each AHD
was powered by a 12-volt, deep-cycle battery.
Each morning and evening the AHDsand moorings were checked and inoperative
batteries

were rep1aced.

The number of harbor seals at each haulout

recorded for each low tide,
until

seven days after

starting

site

was

the day of the experiment and continuing

the sound was turned

off.

Results

All five systemsdid not remain operative the entire experimental period.
One AHDhad electrical
problems from the second day and did not function for the
remainder of the test.
On various occasions, one or two batteries failed and
the devices becameinoperative.
On three mornings only two of the five AHDs
were operating.
The interpretation
of the results must therefore be tempered
by knowledge of the inconsistent functioning of the AHDs.
There were 288 seals hauled out within
beginning

of the experiment.

Netarts Bay three hours prior to the

The number of seals observed hauled out within

the

bay slowly increased the following week to approximately 100 table 1!. The day
after the acoustic barrier was turned off all moored boats were still
in
place!, the number of seals within the bay was 295.
Discussion

A very simple interpretation

of these results would imply that approxi-

mately two-thirds
of the seals in the area were restricted
outside the acoustic
barrier during the test.
We do not know how effective
the devices would have

been over a longer period of time. The gradual increase in the number of seals
using the bay during the experiment may have been due to the inconsistent operation of the AHDsor the animals becoming conditioned to the sounds produced.
The sound production near the mouth haulout site certainly influenced the
haulout behaviors of these seals. Seals completely abandonedthis spot until
the

sound was eliminated.

Alternatively,
the gradual increase in numbers within Netarts Bay may have
been a natural response to the harassment administered during the driving of
animals out of the bay. A control experiment is planned soon, where we will
harass animals out of the bay in a way similar to that of the experimental
period,

but not place an acoustic

barrier

across the mouth.

The number of seals

using the bay will be monitored for two weeks prior to the harassment. If the
number of seals using the bay returns to preharassment numbers soon after
disturbance, we will conclude that the AHDswere responsible, in great part, for
the low numbers of seals during the AHDexperiment. If the number of seals
using the bay increases gradually after harassment, similar to that of the
experimental period, we will conclude the AHDshad relatively
little
effect on
the distribution

of seals in the bay.

Hanan and Scholl

River in California

985!

was somewhat successful

movements back up river.
76

used an AHD to move harbor seals down the Klamath

in an attempt to protect
in

herding

animals

recently tagged salmon. The device

down the

river

and obstructing

their

This procedure was used only two days and involved

Table 1. Numbersof seals counted on various haulout grounds in and outside
Netarts Bay prior, during, and after the acoustic barrier was in operation.
Seals were counted at haulout sites designated as flembil F!, mouth M!, and
ocean !.

DATE

8 Nov

1435

9 Nov

0830
1630

10 Nov

NUMBER GF SEALS
FM
0

COMMENTS

107

0

Count prior

20

0

5 AHDs operating
5 AHDs operating

01

0

181

0730
1700

to drive

5 AHDs operating
1 AHD o f f 1000-1600

11 Nov

0730
1700

22
53

00
00

4 AHDs operating
2 AHDs operating

12 Nov

0800
1700

44
40

00
30

2 AHDs operating

13 Nov

0730
1630

83
54

00
00

4 AHDs operating
4 AHDs operating

14 Nov

0730
1600

103

0 125

3 AHDs operating
3 AHDs operating

l5

Nov

0730

68

0 100

2 AHDs operating
turned system off

16 Nov

0843

72 223

17 Nov

1500

98

19 Nov

1200

254

20 Nov

1330

175

21 Nov

1430

250

22 Nov

1530

2 AHDs operating

0

nine seals; however, a few seals did not appear to be affected by the device.
jheiger 1985! reported the use of an array of three AHDsand six transducers in
' oungs Bay, Oregon, in an attempt to exclude seals from this estuary after the

seals were swept from the area. Damage
rates were not significantly
after

reduced

seals had been swept from the upper bay and the devices were in operation.

Ihere was a slight

reduction in damagerate immediately following the sweepof
77

the river., but damage
rates returned to normalwithin two days. In all attempts
to exclude seals from an area, the effectiveness of the in1tial
mals has been uncertain and not adequately documented.

removal of ani-

It appearsto be feasible, at least in Netarts Bay, to moorAHDsystems

across a mouth of an embayment. The logistics

of maintaining numeroussystems

f'or prolongedper1odsof time remainsa problem. In th1s case, converters,

which were required to run someof the AHDs,were responsible for drain1ng the
batteries

muchmore rapidly than recently built

AHDs. The ultimate success of

this type of operation is, in great part, due to the availabil1ty of reliable
equ1pment.,To effectively create an acoustic barrier across the mouthof many
Oregon bays would require many more devices or a more effective

transmission of

sound.

transducers

Two AHDs at either

might be more effective.

side of the channel with directional

In areas of substantial boat use, mooring AHDsin the

channel may not be practical.

The ultimate application

of this type of acoustic arrangement would most

likely be during a local short-term run of fish up a river system. If the
acoustic barrier proved mostly effective e.g., obstructing at least 75'l of the
seals!, the expenditure of t1me and moneymay be cost-effective.
The amountof
seal predation

which would have occurred

had the acoustic

barrier

not been in

place needsto be assessedas a factor in decid1ng whether such use of AHDsis
worthwhile. This type of experiment maybe valuable to try again once equipment
failures

are alleviated.
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OregonAquafood'sExperiencewith a SealAvoidance
System
4 ndrew Rtvinus

OregonAquafood

Oregon Aquafoods is a salmon-ranching
company with a release-recapture
facility
located on Yaquina Ray, Oregon. We at OreAqua knew in the very
beginning of our efforts
that as our salmon runs developed and marine mammal
populations continued to strengthen, marine mammals would he an issue we would

he forced to deal with.
In Yaquina Ray, the two animals that posed a potential
problem were harbor seals and California sea lions.
Early examinations nf
returning adult salmon in 1A7A and 1~79 showed an incidence rate of seal damage
of nearly

25%,.

In 1080 OreAqua installed

two seal-avoidance

systems, one each at sites

on

Yaquina Ray, and Coos Ray. The systems were hased on a design produced hy Or.
Bruce Mate of the Oregon State University

Marine Science Center in Newport,

Oregon. Each system consisted of an amplifier designed to deliver a specific
frequency impulse at random intervals through a cable to a noise-emiting transrucer

submerged in the hay.

The systems were placed hy attaching

the transducers

to stainless

mounts and

c riving the mounts into the sand on the bottom of the hay. The units were
mounted in such a way that the transducers remained submergedeven during the
lowest tides.
In Coos Ray, the fish ladder extended 5AOft from the hank,
across the tide flats to the edge of the shipping channel. The transducer was
placed approximately 50 ft off the end of the fish ladder.
In Yaquina Ray, the
'ladder parallels and sits directly against the hank. In this case, the transducer was placed approximately 150 ft offshore and slightly downstream of the
entrance

to

the

fish

ladder.

When the systems were operating,

it

was clear

from the behavior

of the

~arbor seals present that they were effective . Seals that moved into the
mouths of the ladders when the units were off, quickly moved out WOO
to '300 ft
from the end of the ladder, and would not come any closer when the units were
operating.

Two problems were observed in 1980. First, we used surplus amplifiers from
the WeyerhaeuserTechnical Center to provide the impulse signals.
The signals

required so muchenergy, generated at such close intervals,
would

overheat

and shut

down on overload

after

45 min to

that the amplifiers

1 h of continuous

operation. The units had to he given time to cool downand he reset manually.
Pecauseof heavy production activities, the units remainedoff more than they
cperated during this season. The secondproblem was observed in Yaquina Ray,
and this was the presence of "dead spaces" around the ladder that the impulse
noise did not seemto reach. These areas provided seals with a safe haven free

cf the signal within the operating range of the avoidance system. It was
determined that a combination of the bottom contour and the presence of eel
grass beds were blocking and reflecting
spaces."

the signal,

creating these "dead
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In 1081the surplusamplifierswerereplaced
with impulse
amplifiers,and

thesystems
have.
worked
without
technical
difficultieseversince.Mealso
added
a second
transducer
to theYaquina
Rayfacility. Theoriginaltransducer
wasplaced
in its originallocation,
andthesecond
transducer
wassuspended
froma float approximately
1&Aft fromthemouth
of the ladderto providea
signal that wouldfill

in the deadspaces.

In 1981
andlqRP.,
theavoidance
systems
at bothCoos
andYaquina
baysseemed
to hequiteeffective.Seals
were
keptgood
distances
away
fromthefish
ladders
throughout
theseason.
Thelastyearweoperated
theCoos
Rayfacility
waslq82,somore
recent
performance
of thatsystem
cannot
beaddressed
in this
report.

In thefall of lq83webegan
to noticesome
sealactivityin theimmediate

areaof theseal-avoidance
systems
in placeat Yaquina
Ray.One
or twoanimals
seemed
unaffected
bythe signals. These
animals
worked
the ladderarea

throughout
theseason,
even
venturing
intotheladder
itselftowards
theend
of
the

season.

Throughout
lq84andlq85,wesaw
thesame
thinghappen:
twoto fouranimals
possible
reasons
have
been
proposed,
ranging
frompartialor complete
deafness

worked
the ladderin spiteof the seal-avoidance
systems.Anynumber
of

of theseanimals
dueto injuryor disease
to thesuggestion
thatovertimethe
animals
have
just gottenused
to whathadbeen
anobjectionable
noise.The
transducer
frequency
is generated
byvibrations
setupin a crystalwithinthe
transducer
. If thecrystalhasdegenerated
in anyway,it couldbethatthe
frequency
is slightlydifferentandnotonethatis objectionable.
Clearly,
theseanimals
arenotconcerned,
astheyroutinelyrestwithin1 orP ft of the
transducer
float anddonotreactin anywayto theimpulse
thatcanbeheard
by
humanobservers on land 190 ft away.

Throughout
ourexperience,
California
sealionshavenotbeen
anissue,as

their returnto Yaquina
Rayoverlapped
onlythe veryendof ourfish return. In

1985,
however,
foursealionsshowed
upin mid-October
andworked
theladder
continuously
until thewater
wasturned
off in mid-december.
Ourseal-avoidance
systems
were
intended
to beharbor
sealspecificandwere
never
expected
to work
against
sealions,sotheir presence
is notsurpri
sing. As fish returnsto
OreAqua
continue
to improve
andsealionslearnof thepotentialfoodresource,
it is quitelikely thattheywill beginto show
upin Yaquina
Rayin greater
numbers
to takeadvantage
of this resource.Theywill undoubtedly
develop
into
a forcethat.OreAqua
will haveto dealwith in the not too distant future.
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TheUseof AcousticHarassmentDevicesin CoosBayat the
Anadromous,Inc.,SaltwaterRecaptureFacilities
TerryK. GreenkeandDanVanSlyke
Anadromous,Inc.

Introduction

In a census of harbor seals Phoca vitulina!

taken within Coos Ray in 1981

by Breybi11 lani I, it wasdetermine thhatt hemeanmonthlymaximum
count from
Decemberto May was 78.5 . >reybill
also found that the highest monthly maximums
were 180 and 190 in July and Octaber, respectively, and that this pattern

reflects the peak timing of the runs of salmonto hatchery facilities within the
bay. Indeed, seal and sea lian populations within CoosRay do increase when
there are large numbers of salmon in the estuary, and their

presence has cr eated

innumerableproblems at the two Anadromous
release-recapture facilit1es located
at Jordan Point and North Spit in CoosRay. The decreased value of damaged
fish, as well as of those actually killed, represents a significant lass in
revenue each year, and efforts

to minimize that damagehave resulted in con-

siderableeexpense. H1storical effor ts have included the use of bottle rockets
and shell crackers, ma1ntaini ng nearly constant surveillance

of the recapture

ladder, and the purchase, operatian, and maintenanceof several acoust1c
harassment

devices

.

Discussion

In 1~87 a sampling program was initiated

to determine the extent of pinn1ped

damageon r eturning adult spr1ng chinook and coho. The fish were examinedfor
seal and sea lion rakings and bites throughout a significant
part of the recapture season.> Incidences of bites and rakings on spring chinook were recorded

separately; i .e., if a returning adult had a b1te and was raked it was recorded
as a positive occurrence under both categories . Of 811 spring chinook adults
taken in the period July IF' through September ~, Iq87, P0$ exhibited some form
of injury fram pi nnipeds--11$ with bites, and 15%with rakings. During the

period August 75 through October 6, 1987, the overall incidence of injury to the
returning

coho adults was 19$: 4% with bites and 15'Kwith rakings.

-On October 71, Iq8P an acoustic harassment device was installed adjacent to
the Jordan Point facility
in an effort to provide some protection to the
returning adults North Spit was without a device!.
The transducer was placed
at the end of the wing wall toward open water approximately 50 m from the foot
of the ladder.

From that

time forward

the incidence

of injury

to coho was

Weo vious y could not estimate the numberthat they actually killed
although we believed it to be considerable.

20'I--4% with

bites

and 16'K with

rakings.

Seals and sea lions

were still

observed in the area, usually beyond 30 m from the mouth of the ladder, but some
actually entered the ladder. Generally, it would appear that the acoustic
harassment device was ineffective

in this

test,

although

the results

tend to be

paradoxical.
Geiger and Jeffries
1986, see their paper in this volume! discuss
somepossible explanations f'or a similar experience: " 1! individual seals have
differential
tolerances to the sound signal; ! seals habituate to the sound;
! the intensity is not sufficient
to cause unconditioned aural pain in seals
over the length

of the net t weir],

associated with this
signal

initially

becomes a conditioned

and some seals

startling!
reinforcer

learn the limits

sound stimulus;
for

seals to find

and !

of' danger

the sound

and eat fish

in the

net [weirj."
In addition, placement of the transducer 50 m from the foot of the
ladder may have been inappropriate for this particular model2, but tidal fluctuations pt ecluded a closer placement . Seaweed and debris clogging the tr ansducer was periodically
a problem, and on a couple of occasions the unit needed
servicing

.

In 1983 we obtained several improved models of the device and installed
two
approximately 10 m off the North Spit ladder, 15 m apart . At
that time we began

recording the incidence of pi nni ped-related injuries
combined bites and
rakings! on all marked fish as part of our standard data collection.
The
following table depicts the results of these observations through 1985~.
NUMBER

NUMBER

YEAR

SPECIES

1983
1983

Coho
Chinook

1,318
2,988

407

1984
1984

Coho
Chinook

5,923
2,177

1412

1985

Coho

1985

Chinook

RETURNING

88,900
9,500

IN SAMPLE

'X WITH
INJURY

724

429

11
14

3278

13

1137

5

During the 1983-1985 seasons the incidence of injury was less than in 1982.
This might indicate that the harassment systems reduced overall injury rates or
that the pinniped population residing in the bay may have been less during and

after the El Nino years 83-84!.
No significant
intraspecific
difference
was detected in the injury rates
between the two recapture facilities
in 1984 and 1985 as they were within 3f, of
each other in those years . There
was, however, a dramatic interspecific
difAcoustic

arassment device.

12 Khz or 17 Khz with

power output

75-100

watts.

3Acoustic har assment device.

13.9 Khz with momentary output rated for 350

watts.

4The data taken in these years include adults taken from brood stock that
were not recorded for seal damage. As it is our policy not to take damaged fish
f' or brood stock, it is assumed that the overwhelming majority were not damaged
and these numbers should be approximately correct .

ference

in injury

rates

between the coho and chinook in 1985.

Differences

in

the timing of return may have played a part.
The overall abundance of coho in
that year may also have somehowcontributed to the reduced predation, perhaps as
a result of different migrational patterns of the species within the bay.
Pinnipeds may have cued the timing of their foraging behavior more toward the
run

of

coho.

Although the above data is somewhat confusing,

the years by subjective

observation!

we have substantiated

over

that the number and frequency of pi nni ped

si hti n s definitely
increases relative
to return numbers, and pi nni peds have
been o served much more frequently
in mornings and evenings and at flood tides.
The latter
observation appears to be consistent with that made at the Netarts

Bay Hatchery Mate et al. 1986!.

Numbersof pinnipeds spotted at this time

have been as high as seven, with three being about average, and the majority of
the sightings have occurred in the shallows near the foot of th'e ladder.
They
have also been observed frequently
at night, apparently preying on the juveniles, after large releases of smolts.
Generally, this activity
is limited to one
or two seals, but the observation may be biased by the fact that it is also much
more difficult
to spot seal activity
at night.

We have used and still

use bottle

rockets

with report!

and shell crackers

to drive pinnipeds from our facility.
This technique is reasonably effective
in
the short term but can be costly.
Two or more shots are usually required,
as
some pinnipeds seem to be a bit more stubborn than others, or they may have been

submergedduring the first report s!.
Generally, they will move out to about
200 m and stay at that range for up to an hour before making any repeated
attempts
crackers

at approaching the ladder.
Pistols were originally
used for the shell
but after a few incidents of explosion at less than a half meter away,

volunteers to fire

it were hard to come by.

A shotgun with greater range was

then used exclusively.
The placement of the transducer from the acoustic harassment device is
extremely important as solid barriers
can create sound shadows that the marine
mammalswill learn to use. We have noted that in open water without barriers
the range of effectiveness
is limited to less than 100 m, although 1000 f is

claimed in the operating manual CMI-Cascade!.
that

It has also been our experience

some harbor seals appear to become accustomed to the device and will

tolerate

the signals at any distance.

This observation is consistent with that

of others who have used or researched the acoustic harassment devices Hanan and
Scholl 1985; Nate and Miller 1985; and, in this proceedings, Geiger and

Jeffries; Harvey, Nate, and Brown; and Nate, Brown, Greenlaw, Harvey, and
Tempte!. In addition, we have observed that sea lions do not appear to be
repelled

by the acoustic

harassment devices.

Conclusion

These mixed results suggest that the verdict is still
out on acoustic
harassment devices.
Despite the uncertain effectiveness,
however, Anadromous
wi 11 continue to use the devices, and any other means at our disposal,
in an
ffort
to reduce pinniped damage. Further data collection
may provide a clearer
picture of their performance and efficacy.
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Measurements
of SoundPropagationfrom SeveralAcoustic
-- Harassment

Devices

FrankT, Awbrey
SanDiegoStateUniversity
Jeanette A. Thomas'

I- ubbs Marine Research Institute

Introducti

on

A variety of soundshave been used in attempts to deter pi nni peds from
'-ishing activities.
On 11 April 1984 personnel from HubbsMarine Research
'Institute and the California Department of Fish and Gamemeasured the underwater
propagation and acoustic properties of three sounds produced by an Acoustic
Harassment Device

AHD! manufactured

by CMI-Cascade of Philomath,

Oregon, and of

three explosive devices currently used by fishermen to deter pinnipeds. Our
objectives were to describe these sounds and measure their propagation to help
researchers

using the devices interpret

responses of pinnipeds.

Methods

The CMI-CascadeAHDhas three sound generators listed on its control panel:
',1! a 12-kHz "pulser," ! a 17-kHz "pulser" with selectable durations of 20,
50, and 100 ms, and ! a 12-kHz "sweeper." This device could be powered by
either a generator we used a 400-W Honda generator! or a 12-V battery with an
inverter.
The explosive devices we examined were ! seal control bombs
distributed by California Seal Control Corporation, San Pedro, California!,
! cracker shells distributed
by 0. C. Ag. Supply Company,Anaheim,
California! fired from a 12-gauge shotun, and ! cracker shells fired from a
Record-Wei nberg f 1are pi st ol .

Propagation of these six sounds was measured in two areas: a deep-water
korea over 300 m deep! over La Jolla Canyon off San Diego and a shallower area
0 to 30 m deep! near the NOSCtower off Point Lorna. Sounds were transmitted
from one boat

~ith

a radar

~ere 926 m /2

and received

and a Lietz

at another.

8026-19 optical

nmi!, 463 m /4

Distances

between the

rangefinder

nmi!, 232 m /8

boats,

measured

on the transmitting

nmi!, and 116 m /16

boat,

nmi!.

These distances were selected empirically.
Beyond 1 km the signal-noise
ratio
was too low for reliable
measurements of the projected sounds. At distances

=loser than 100 m, the high peak levels from the explosive devices overloaded
~ur receiving equipment. Measuring sound pressure levels at several distances
allowed us to use regression analysis to estimate source sound pressure levels.
Receiving equipment was an International Transducer Corporation ITC! 6050C
hydrophone + 3 dB, 5 Hz to 40 kHz, sensitivity
11.75 mv/Pa! and a Nagra IV-SJS
tape recorder + 2 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz at 19 cm/s tape speed!. A 5-kHz insertion voltage equivalent to a known sound pressure level SPL! was recorded
periodically for a calibration
reference. All SPLs are reported in decibels
referenced

to

1 microPascal.

"Jeanette Thomasis now at the Naval Ocean Systems Center, Kailua, Hawaii .

In the laboratory, flat-weighted,
root mean square sound pressure levels of
the recorded sounds were examined with a Spectral Dynamics model 345 spectrum
analyzer and a Bruel and Kjaer 2230 integrating sound level meter. Because
agreement between these instruments was excellent, we report only those levels
obtained with the Bruel and Kjaer instrument.
This instrument makes parallel

measurements
of averageSPL Leq!, maximum
fast SPL,andsoundexposurelevel
SEL!, all of which we report.

For a time-varying sound pressure level, the

average SPL is equivalent to the sound pressure level that would be produced in
the sametime by a steady sound. Maximumfast SPL is the highest level measured
during a period, using fast 25 ms! time weighting.
Maximumfast SPL usually
is muchmore variable than average SPL. Sound exposure level is the time
integral of the squared instantaneous sound pressure. Integration time is not
critical,
but must include all significant
sounds of an event and exclude extraneous sounds. SEL allows direct comparison of the energy in transient sounds
because it

estimates

the sound energy of an event.
Resul ts

AHD

Maximumfast sound pressure levels and average sound pressure levels produced by the AHDsin each location are shown in table 1. Levels produced when
the device was powered by the battery/inverter
were lower than those produced
when it was powered by the generator, and so tests were completed using only the
generator. At each water depth, the AHDproduced average sound pressure levels
of 135 to 140 d8 at about 100-m distances.

Maximum fast

levels

were 6 to

10 dB

higher because of the pulsed nature of the sound and the variable underwater
environment

.

The 12-kHz "pulser" was actually an llew15-kHztone presented at regular or
random intervals.

The spectrum and maximum fast

SPL of this

sound recorded 232

m away in deep water is shown in figure 1. Figures 2 through 4 show spectra of
the 17-kHz "pulser" at 20, 50, and 100 ms durations, also recorded 232 m away
over deep water. The 12-kHz "sweeper" figures 5 and 6! was a 12.55-kHz tone
that

was amplitude-modulated

irregular

intervals

and its

at about 540 Hz.
level

varied

AHDlevels attenuate more rapidly

with

The signal

was on and off

at

time.

i n deep water than in shallow water.

In

general, at 1 km, sound pressure levels from the AHD were 5 to 10 dB lower in
deep water than in shallow water.
Attenuation
rates dB/2x, in table 1! calcu-

lated from the regression of level on the log of distance were about 6 dB per
doubling of distance in shallow water and about 9 dB in deep water. Consequently, source levels estimated for deep water were much higher than those estimated
for the same devices

in shallow water.

water is probably a better
a theoretical

construct

Although the regression

estimate of source levels,

and should

be used with

for

shallow

we emphasize that this

is

caution.

Sound pressure levels of the three types of explosive devi ces are reported
in table

Z.

Sound exposure levels

and maximum fast

less vari able than for cracker shell s.

SPL for

seal bombs were much

Seal bombsexplode r ather uni formly at

2- to 3-m depths, whereas cracker shells explode either on or near the surface.
The cracker shells fired from a shotgun tended to ricochet when aimed at the
G6

surface,

flare

often

pistol

exploding

several

meters in the air.

were less prone to ricochet,

Cracker shells

fired

from a

but rarely sank more than 1 to 2 cm

before exploding. Thosethat exploded in the air were not detected by the
hydrophoneat any distance, although pinnipeds at closer distances probably
could have heard them under the water.

A seal nearby with its head out of water

would have heard the airborne sound, but airborne measurements
were not a part
of our study.

Figure 7 showsthe recorded waveformof a seal bombexploded in deep water
116 m from the hydrophone. The original pressure wavewas modified by interference, which severely attenuates low-frequency energy when an explosive sound

propagates from the surface to a shallow receiver Young1947!, and by the
limted low-frequency response of our receiving system.

Blast duration was 30

ms, followed about 55 mslater by a prolongedecho. Mostof the soundenergy
falls

below 2 kHz, as shown in figure 8.

Sound exposure level was 153.8 dB.

In contrast, the blast duration of cracker shells fi red from a shotgun was
less than 10 ms, with substantial high-frequency energy figure 9!. The
spectrum figure 10! showsthat most of the energy falls above200 Hz, with
substantial

energy at 10 kHz.

SEL was 124.3 dB.

Both types of cracker she11 sounded alike, although cracker shells fired
from a shotgun were slightly higher in amplitude than those fired from a flare
gun. Instead of having a "bang" sound like a seal bomb, they were heard as a
crackling noise at the hydrophone. The waveform figure 11! of the cracker

shell fired from a flare pistol over deep water 463 m from the hydrophoneshows
why. Low frequencies from the very shallow explosion has been so severely
attentuated that no characteristic
blast waveform is evident. Only highfrequency energy was captured, with maximumenergy at 2950 Hz. SEL was 126.8
dB.

Discussion

Acoustic harassment devices intended to keep pinnipeds away from fishing
activities
usually are activated near the surface and received by animals that

also are near the surface.
at low frequencies,
bottom reflections,

In this situation,

sound pressure levels, especially

in this situation are affected by water surface reflections,
ambient noise fluctuations,
and the relative locations of

the animal and the sound source.

These factors

can cause animals in the same

!eneral area to hear a sound with very different
the predictability

of a deterrent's

amplitudes, thereby reducing

effectiveness.

Discomfort or pain levels associated with high-level noise have been
measured only for humans. In humans, the threshold of discomfort depends on the
frequency,

ranging from 120 dB above the threshold

at the most sensitive

fre-

uencies to 68 dB abovethe threshold at the least sensitive frequencies
~~~
Kinsler
et al. 1982!. The threshold of pain for humansis about 20 dB higher.
Becausewe have no data on whether a seal's

.the sameway a terrestrial
predict the effects

ear responds to loud transients

in

mammal'sear does, we opposeusing data on humansto

of noise on pinnipeds.

87

The CMI-CascadeAHDhas the advantage of avoiding the uncertainties and
potential hazards associated with explosive devices. The frequencies of this
AHD, 12 kHz and 17 kHz, lie within the most sensitive hearing regions of pin-

nipeds figure 13!. The types of signals selected for this AHDmaximizethe
"unpleasant" qualities of a sound by producing soundsthat are high in amplitude,

pulsed,

and presented

irregularly.

The traditional
seal deterrent is the seal bomb, which produces an N-wave
impulse with a source SEL of nearly 190 dB. Whether this would endanger a seal
depends on the correspondence between the animal's hearing sensitivity
curve and
the spectral distribution
of the explosion energy. Most of the sound energy in
seal bombs lies below 1 kHz. As shown in figure 13, hearing sensitivity
of
Zalo hus at 1 kHz is 85 dB Schusterman et al. 1972! and is about the same for
oca vitulina
Mohl 1968!. Whether physical harm to the inner ear of a pin-

ns~ecfwouuuresult from a seal bombexplosion can not be evaluated without

experiment at i on.
Cracker shells

radiate

less energy into

the water than seal bombs because

they explode nearer the water surface. Source levels of cracker shells vary
more than those of seal bombsand are strongly affected by how deep the cracker
shell has sunk when it explodes. Only when cracker shells explode quite close
to an animal swimmingunder water are levels likely to be high enough to drive
the animal away, especially if the animal is experienced. Consequently, users
are more likely to aim the explosive close to the animal, increasing the proba-

bii ity of causing physical harmwith a direct hit.

Whether the AHDor explosives we examined could cause hearing damagein
marine mammalscan be determined only by measuring hearing sensitivities
before
and after exposure or by inspecting cochleas from animals that have been exposed
at known depths and distances.
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BehavioralConditioning
KarenPryor,PrivateConsultant

I'm a behavioral
biologist
who was one of the founders of Sea life Park in
Hawaii back in the 60s. I got my education at |.ornell and the University
of
Hawaii in marine zoology, but basically
I'm a sort of Konrad Lorenz of hirdwatching.
However, in lq63, ! took over the porpoise training
at Sea Life under

duress.

That was my introduction

to Skinnerian psychology, operant con-

ditioning,
and reinforcement theory, which was very new then, at least in the
general field . We had a nice animal to work with that we could not punish.
So
we had to lear n how to use reinforcement
correctly.
What are you going to do if

he swims away? You can't hit him.
punishment;

Most of my published

vior of dolphins.
area that

Obviously, porpoise shows are not 'run hy

they' re run by reinforcement

.

work has been either

That's popular writing

fascinates

in biology

or in the social

as well as technical

me very much, and this

particular

complex tr aining

What I might

do is

situation

just

touch

It's

an

prohlem, which has been

around for awhile, is one of great personal interest . This
is a very

writing.

beha-

is a puzzler;

this

.
on some of the

basics

of reinforcement

con-

tingencies so that whether you' re in this gameor not you can see how the game
works and then apply someof these principles to things we' ve been talking about
today. Psychologists have been so occupied with developing the theory of reinforcement that they have paid very little
attention to the art of applying it .
People who develop applications

animal trainers.
mer'cials that

tingencies.

They call

for it

it affection

are the porpoise

training.

trainers,

the Hollywood

You' ve seen stuff

on TV com-

could not have been done 30 years ago through reinforcement

Working in situations--such

con-

as with retarded patients--where

you

cannot explain to the person what to do and you can't make him do it is where
reinforcement theory comes in very handy, and that, of course, is the kind of
situation

we ve got

here.

This is basically
Positive
Rehavier

the reinforcement

circle.
Ne ative

Reinforcement

~Sinal

work to

Rehavior

R+

come near

Yes

J ump

conditioned
reinforcer

You have a positive

Things we' ll

Reinforcement

unconditioned
reinforcer

reinforcement,

~Si nal

avoid!

R-

~ il t sound!

No!

uncondi

conditioned

reinforcer

t i oned

reinforcer

something the animal wants.

I' ll

use a

dolphin.
This is what dolphin trainers do. Dolphins eat fish.
If you give the
animal fish, it enjoys the fish; it's hungry. Positive reinforcement is
something the animal will

work to get . That's

the simplest

definition.

If you

want an animal to jump in the air, you can get it jumping in the air by giving
it a fish every time it jumps in the air.
Rut it doesn't give you much control
over

that

jump.
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fish

Let's
after

say you want a high
the jump was over.

you liked . You' ll
worth

the

fish

jump. Well, the animal doesn't know. It got the
So the animal doesn't know what part of the jump

have to have millions

and the ones that

of jumps to sort out the ones that .are

aren' t.

So trainers

introduce

a conditioned

reinforcer.
Usually this is the sound of a whistle,
just because a whistle
reaches the animal underwater and is easy to handle.
A conditioned
reinforcer
means nothing to the animal at first,
compared with the unconditioned rein-

forcer,

the real reinforcer . Rut

"That's

what we want . Yes."

whistle whether you like

pretty soon this signal means to the animal,

Then you can tell

the animal hy when you blow the

high jumps, or jumps left

to right,

or jumps in which

it falls in the water.
You can, in other words, direct the behavior
want . That's
called shaping.
That's how dolphins are trained .

any way you

We also have negative reinforcers
things
we will work to avoid . You sit
down at a table in a restaurant
and the air conditioner
is blowing right on you.

It's

not painful,

tive

reinforcer

but it's

. You

unpleasant, so you get up and leave.

move to another

tahle.

Life

is

full

That's a nega-

of negative

reinfor-

cers. They work exactly the sameway for animals. In this case the seal comes
near your fish or fish ladder or whatever it is; that's the behavior you don' t
want . You

apply a negative

by leaving.

reinforcer,

a sound . The

That's what we' re doing:

animal can avoid the sound

we' re using an unconditioned reinforcer

to keep the animal away.

You could also introduce a conditioned
going to throw a seal

reinforcer,

bomb at you or I'm going to turn

And you wouldn't be able to control

a signal

that means I'm

the loud sound on now.

this behavior with a conditioned

reinforcer,

theoretically.
there

These little
equations are like
are other contingencies
inside

that

it. doesn't

care

about

the

laws of physics.
In real life,
though,
the contingency the animal is so looney

sound or the

animal

doesn't

hear the

sound .

Those big male sea lions are so dominant they' re not going to let President
Reagan tell

them what to do much less

probably a factor

some machine making noise.

This really

is

in the fact that you can't get big males away from fish lad-

ders just by making noises at them. You' ve got animals that
in which to learn to recogni ze your techniques.

have had many years

Using reinforcement and all of the things that come out of these two simple
equations, you can get rid of almost any kind of behavior one way or another .
From a logical

standpoint

there

1.
2.

Shoot the animal
Punish
the animal

are only seven ways to get rid

3.

Apply negative

reinforcement

4.

Extinguish

behavior

S.
6.
7.

Incompatible behavior
Shape the ahsence
Change the cause of the behavior

the

of behavior.

And these apply not only to seals eating, coming to fish tanks, or entering fish
farms, but to the cat on the kitchen table and your boss being mean to you and

your bad golf swing and your whining kid in the supermarket. All
behaviors
going

rights

to

we try

use one of these

of.

of these are

And whatever we do one way or the other,

enhancements.

and wrongs to it . After

many variants . So
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to get rid

all,

this

when you' re thinking

Applying

is a kind

reinforcers

of logical

does not

we' re

have

game which has

about changing behavior hy using rei n-

forcement,it's not a physics problem. If one thing doesn't workyou can try
another.

Perhaps things worked on one dock hut won't work on another dock.

It's all right if it works only for two weeksand then you have to figure out
somethingelse. That's the nature of behavior. However,this bunch of tools
will give you a flexible way of thinking about your problems.
Punishmentis everbody's favorite method. That's the fir st thing we think
of--it did a bad thing, we' ll do a bad thing hack. We've discussed at this
workshop using a chemical inside fish the so-called taste aversion. I' ve used

lithium chloride . There are other s; Ivory soap will do it cheaply. The effect
is that the animal eats a piece of food and it makeshim throw up. Now,there' s
a lag, of course, betweenthe time that it eats the food and the time it gets
nauseated. So

from a porpoise trainer'

s standpoint

from a reinforcement

standpoint!, you wonderwhetherthat animal has any wayof mentally connecting
its behavior with the ultimate results . This

taste

aversion that

the animal won't

has always been the worry about

know until

two hours later

that

it

shouldn't haveeaten that fish, so it won't really remember
that it got that

fish from your party boat. In fact, nauseais very effective in negati ve reinforcement becausethe Foodcomesright back up and you do rememberwhat it was
you ate . And you may remain somewhataverted to that particular food for a long
time. I think that becausethe punishment even though it's delayed and it's a
punishment rather than negative reinforcement! involves simply nausea, it has a
chance of being effective in repeated situations where an animal has learned to
go to a particular
boat and eat, its particular fish and then for. two or three
particular times has an unpleasant experience.

Negative reinforcement is what we're talking about with the seal bombsand

harassment
devices. Punishment
is unavoidablewhen you eat the fish andyou're
throwing up it's too late to changeyour mind. On the other hand,you can get

awayfrom negative reinforcement. This makesit a very powerful teaching tool.
The animal comesin, it suddenly hears this loud noise, it goes away, and you
turn the noise off. Whenit starts to comeback you turn it on again. I think
acoustic harassmenthas legitimate value in terms of teaching the animal that
the way to get away from this noise is to go with the others.

Extinguishing behavior is just letting

the prob1emgo awayby itself.

This

is what weusually do with the problemof sea lions hauling out at places where

we wish they wouldn't.

Wewant them to go away. Eventually they do.

These are the methods that I ordinarily

recommendto schoolteachers for

getting rid of undesirablebehavior. But they all involve a positive reinforcement
. Rasically, the behaviorwe're concernedabout in this workshop
doesn't tend to extinguish by itself becauseyou've got a lot of positive reinforcement going on. The animals comein and they get fish, so the animals are
training

themselves to come in .

Offhand I can't see any way you can keep animals awayfrom the fisheries
with a positive reinforcement system becauseyou don't have anything for them

they wantmorethan they want those fish. Onthe other hand,there are as many
different waysto train behavior as there are trainers to apply methods.
Somewhere
in one of these methodsthere might he somethinguseful.

I wouldn' t

want to throw it out the window. Reinforcing behavior meansto reinforce

the

animalsfor doingsomething
they can't do while they're also on your fish
ladder. Whatthat mightbe I don't knowgoing throughhoopsout in the ocean;
putting the behavioron cue; calling sealsto the fi sh 1 adder
at a specifi c time
of day, giving themonefish, andsendingthemaway. Putting behavioron cue is
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a great way to get rid of behavior because what happens, oddly enough, is that
once animals understand the signal and they come in response to the signal and
get reinforcement,
they stop coming in the ahsence of the signal.
Some of the more complex things that happen under reinforcement
contingency
cir cumstances really do pertain to what is going on because of the kinds of

problems I' ve been hearing about at thi s workshop.

One of the rules of r ein-

forcement theory that is not intuitive,
that doesn't seem to he obvious when you
think about it, is that variable schedules of reinforcement
are more powerful
than fixed schedules of reinforcement
in maintaining behavior.
What this means
in English, instead of Skinner, is that once you have learned the behavior once
you have learned that if you jump, you get a fish you now understand the beha-

vior and you' re simply doing the behavior in return for reinforcement . If
get reinforced
every time you do it, you will emit the minimum
necessary to get that reinforcement . In
other words, the jump
to a little
plop in terms of the porpoise in the show tank.
If
forcement every fifth
time you jump, you will make four little

you

amount of ener gy
will fizzle down
you get a reinjumps and one big

one. It's amazing how it works; it always works. However, if you don't know if
you' re going to get a fish the fir st time, or the second time, or the eighth
time, you' ll jump like crazy, especially if you like those log-sized fishes now
.available.
So, in order to keep an animal really working once it has learned
the behavior, we porpoise trainer s put it on a variable
schedule and it never

knows whether it's

going to get a fish

this time or not .

Hence, Las Vegas . All
gambling is simply the variable schedule of reinforcement on which somebody got hooked . And interestingly
enough, compulsive
gamble s usually
got a great big jackpot the first
two or three times they
played a slot machine or whatever.
They got hooked right away with a big

reinforcement,

and it's

that variable

schedule that keeps them coming back.

If

you went to Las Vegas and put a nickel
in the slot machine and every time you
did it you got a dime back, how long would you do it?
Half an hour . That
is a
really dumb way to make money.

Variable schedules also work with negative reinforcement . And
I think

one of

the

most

effective

acoustic

har assment

devices

is

the

thi s is why
one that

works intermittently
so that sometimes the thing goes off, then it doesn't go
off for 30 seconds, then it goes off again for two minutes, then it doesn't go

off for 30 minutes, and then in l5.

It's

impossible for the animal to predict

when the device is going to go off in his hemispher e. This var iation at least
postpones the time when you get to the treat . The animal has really no good
chance to get used to it .

There's a practical limit to how much down time you can have and how much
quiet time because you don't want to have so much quiet time that the animal can
come in,

just

4o all

his dirty

work, raid

because the variable

mix of differ

ent lengths

your whole net,

schedule was too str etchy.
would be differ

leave,

ent for animals that

nets, animals that are tr ying to come in to
your net pens, and animal s that are not . I
.that is perfectly
legitimate
to do.

We've heard a lot about habituation.

and never get hit

So probably your overall
are raiding

drift-

fish ladder s, animals that are in
think

this

i s the kind ot tinkering

You can hardly build a stimulus so

severe that people can't get used to it, can't learn to tolerate it and to regulate it so that you don't have to keep readjusting to changes in it.
In New

York City I lived

in a fourth-floor

apartment, on the corner of 10th Street and

University Place, with big buildings up to 15 stories on all sides of the

corner; it was a real
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little

sound canyon in there.

Everything that happenedon the street ricocheted all the way up. It was a very
noisy corner becausethere was a lot of traffic and three or four late night
jazz places that didn't shut downuntil four in the morning so there were drunks
and screamingand yelling and music in the streets all night long. I got so I

could sleep through anything except automobilecrashesand gunshots. Everything
else, ! just

didn't even hear. The noise level was very high, but unless it

spiked way up above that uniform high level,

it didn't

disturb me.

So your animals are habituating to the continuous sound and also to the
intermittent
sounds. I' ve been wondering what is going on in the animal's head.

Canyou changewhat is going on'? SometimesI hear somethingthat suggests to me
that the animals are really

frightened

by the sound, perhaps just because it' s

new--that they have somekind of fear which gradually wears off.

Youwonder,

too, if sometimes it may actually be a painful stimulus, in which case it would
be more difficult
to habituate to it.
Putting the sounds on variable schedules

is one way of attacking the problem whenyou apparently have a habituation.
Another way is to keep the soundoff unless the animal starts to do what you
don't

want him to do.

What crossed my mind first

was to use the acoustic

device as a conditioned

signal or stimulus for the seal bomb. Rut you could also use the acoustic
device to have another sound which is simply a buzzer or warning that we' re
going to do this bad thing; then if you could make that warning contingent on

the animal's behavior so that the animal itself
successfully

used negative

reinforcement

. The

sets off the gun, you would have

animal has learned when it

hears

this, that somethingis coming. Nowit discovers that it hears this soundevery
time it

does this

behavior

The first

thing that will

animal will

train

itself

or even sometimes.

happen is that you will

not to do this

behavior.

train

the animal . The

It won't come as close.

And

another thing that will happen is that you can use this warning without
following it up with an unconditioned reinforcer.
It's for the trainer on the
spot to figure out how this works in some practical situations.
I'm sure it' s
different in every situation.
It takes a positive

reinforcement to teach a porpoise to jump.

The por-

poise learns that it is going to get a fish only sometimesso it jumps
vigorously. Wealso teach it by giving it a cue whenit can jump and other
learner reinforcement. Rut very often we don't have to give it the fish. The
whistle is enough. The whistle becomesa signal; it becomesthe porpoise's

information. Andinformation itself is very reinforcing to living organisms.
It is as reinforcing as food. This

is information, too . This

becomesso powerful that some avant garde trainers

information

don't even use food rewards.

They use the fish at the end of the day or they may give the animal all its fish

in one shoveandthen they can run four or five moreshowswithout any fish at
all. Theanimal is satiated with the fish that the trainer has hookedit on;
it's

a variable

schedule of information

This means using several

different

.
kinds of reinforcement.

The more rein-

forcementsyou can attach to your conditioned reinforcer, the morepopular conditioningg becomes. The

nice thing about conditioned reinforcers

is that it

doesn't matter howbig they are as long as the animal can perceive them. For
example,you will stop whenyou see a red light . A red light meansstop. We

knowthis is a conditioned stimulus or a conditioned reinforcement. Rut whenwe

seea light westop. It doesn'tmatter if it's up hereor over there or big or
little.
Noneof the details aboutit are importantanymore.It doesn'teven
1.09

have to be big, just big enough for us to perceive it.
So you can control the
behavior somewhatwithout going to the expense of escalating your signal.
That

way you don't have to use a hig one or you mayuse it only occasionally.

The

animal is conditioned to learn that this warning signal means something worse is
following.
Somehow
that's even more painful.
You go to the dentist and you
smell the stuff and you feel worse about going to the dentist than if you hadn' t
smelled the disinfectant that makes you rememberthe unpleasant past .

TheDesignand Operationof AcousticAversionDevices:
Some Notes
:harlesF.Greenlaw,
CMI-Cascade,
Philomath,
Oregon

The use of acoustical
pingers to repel seals, sea lions, and other marine
,~annals from fishing gear, hatchery ladders, and fish pens has been tested by
several fisheries
researchers,
aquaculture firms, and scientists.
Most of the

devices tested have been designed and built by Cascade Applied Sciences a division of CMI-Cascade! over the past five years. The February 1986 workshop that
was the occasion for this volume drew together researchers who have used the
pingers.
The notes that follow constitute
my understanding of the information
and suggestions presented at this workshop and in subsequent conversations with
parti ci pants at that workshop.
One main conclusion obtained from users of AAOs acoustic aversion devices!
was that effectiveness
was less than 100'4 in almost all experiments.
Greater
success in repelling
seals than sea lions was typical.
One report noted that

river otters were successfully
month periods over two years.
mter

of

the

kept completely away from a pen farm for threeOther reports described animals swimmingwithin a

transducer.

Success, of course, needs no explanation.
Failures deserve careful attention, for it is here that we may learn something.
In cases where it was
possible to identify
individual
animals, it was found that only one or two seals

out of populations
of 50-250
wereres~onsible
for mostof the damage
Whiskey
Creek Hatchery, Klamath River!.

The 'success" rate, in terms of seals kept

away, might appear rather high, 98K or more. Relatively
few seals were known to
frequent the areas of damage when acoustic aversion was not used, however, so
the success rates might be closer to 60-704.
There is some possibility
that the
seals involved had impaired hearing, but this cannot be proven and cannot be
seriously considered without substantive evidence.
Other examples of failure
included attempts to "fence" a river
system to
exclude seals.
Again, relatively
few animals passed the acoustic screen, but

they were enough to give the appearance of failure

to affected fishermen.

One

obvious deficiency
of this application
of acoustic aversion comes out in the
comment that seals were seen passing the line of AADs with their heads out of
the water.
I suggest that this is adequate demonstration that acoustic aversion
is best suited to the defense of point targets a hatchery ladder or a fish pen.
5uch seal behavior also points out the fallacy
of thinking
of the acoustic
i nergy as a force field that absolutely
repels intruders.
A third area of failure,
not explicitly
addressed in the workshop but
worthy of notice, is that of dealing with abused animals.
I use this term to

3escribe animals that have been harassed for consider able periods in the past
and are desensitized
to almost any further harrassment.
:hildren,
they may come to expect harassment in feeding
react

as a naive

animal

Rather like abused
situations
and do not

might.
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In the paper I presented,
I argued that it was exceedingly difficult
to
produce sounds at the threshold of pain underwater.
The observations of animals
passing very close to the transducer would tend to bear out this analysis.
It
is possible that the sounds are uncomfortably loud, but obviously they could usefully be louder.
Part of my analysis,
drawn from psychoacoustical
research on
humans, was aimed at the question of "loudness."
I showed that perceived
loudness in humans tended to increase as the duration of tone increased, up to
about one second. After about ten seconds, the loudness appeared to decline.
This effect is more pronounced at high sound intensities.
If seal/sea lion ears

and auditory systems are reasonably similar

to the humansystem's, then an

effective

least

attain

aversion

tone

would

maximum perceived

the field

have

to

loudness.

be at

.5

seconds

For the sake of reference,

in

duration

to

the AADs now in

produce tones or frequency sweeps! with durations of 0.02 seconds to

about 0.12 seconds.

Extrapolating

from human data,

it

would seem possible

to

increase the perceived loudness of these signals by up to 20 dB two orders of
magnitude in perceived intensity!
by increasing the pulse durations.
Karen Pryor presented some basic tutorial
information
on behavioral conditioning
at this workshop. From her analysis,
several strategies
of operation
appear to offer promise in increasing the effectiveness
of AADs. First,
it
would seem to be advantageous to produce the sounds in bursts, with quiet intervals of random length between the bursts of pulses.
Her estimate of a reason-

able average time for these off periods was a few minutes, perhaps 3-5.

Some

of the units in the field have this capability.
I am aware of no experiments
where this feature was used. If the sounds produced are thought of as a sonic

"fence," then the idea of frequently

tearing

down this

"fence" is not appealing.

Experience, such as that recounted above, has shown that the sounds are not an
impenetrable barrier,
however. It seems clear that some new thinking
is

required here.!

This strategy is an approximation to a conditioned

response--

where the sounds would be produced only when the animal engages in some specific

activity,

such as approaching within

a certain

distance of a protected

installa-

tion.

An ideal system would detect the presence of an intruder
and trigger
the
acoustic signals when the intruder
crossed some fi xed boundary.
This is certainly
a feasible
technical
task an acoustic detection system modelled on
swirrmer detection systems could be developed but the economics are not

favorable . The

random-length quiet period is a crude approximation to the

trigger-on-detection

approach.

The second operational
strategy is truer to the conditioned response case.
This mode of operation involves producing a "signal"
followed,
usually,
by a

series of loud acoustic tones.
be nonaversi ve.

The relationship

The signal may be acoustical
between duration

as well,

and "loudness"

but should

noted above

suggests that an appropriate signal might be a short
ca. .005 second! tone.
The loud e.g., long duration! tones should follow this signal by a few seconds,
enough time to permit
region.

a seal/sea

lion/otter/etc.,

to begin withdrawing

from the

The concept of a "variable
schedule" of negative reinforcement
suggests that the signal not always be followed by the loud tones.
On a random
basis, the reinforcer
tones would not be generated, leading to consider able

uncertai nty

anxiety?!

on the part of the animal when the signal was heard.

This would help to reduce the possibility
of habituation--which
the explanation for most of the cases where acoustic aversion
help.
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is probably
appears not to

Operation of several units, all with the burst-mode of operation, might
increase the effectiveness of acoustic aversion.
In addition to being unable to
predict
tain

the time when sounds will

where

the

sound

would

occur again,

the animal would also be uncer-

come from.

Another suggestion, not necessarily
part of the strategies
above, is to
vary the form of the negative reinforcement.
This might best be done in the
form of a training
process.
An operator would watch for intruding
animal s.
Upon sighting an animal within a pre-defined
region, the operator would trigger
an AAD modified to produce only 'signal ' tones.
A few seconds later,
he would
throw a seal control bomb near the intruder.
This 'training'
would have several
positive
results.
First,
it would target those animals that are potential
problem animals, experienced or naive.
Second, it would help to directly
link

the three elements of conditioning:
the behavior coming too close to the
area!, the 'signal',
and the reinforcement.
Third, it would amplify the effectiveness of the 'signal' at times when the observer was not present because a
variable schedule of reinforcement would be applied, both in frequency of presentation

and type of reinforcement.
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A endi

Very briefly,

x:

the following

Behavioral

description

Conditi

the basics of behavioral conditioning theory.

onin

summarizes what I understand to be

Conditioning requires three elements: a specific behavior by the animal
that the trainer intends to reward positively
or negatively!, a signal to the
animal that the behavior has been observed, and a reinforcement.
In most cases
of animal training,
the behavior sought is some trick.
A whistle is often used
by the trainer
to signal that the behavior has occurred.
The reinforcement
in

this case would be positive bits of fish, perhaps--to positively reinforce the
desired bahavior. Whenconditioning is completed, the use of the signal should
produce the desired behavior; the behavior and signal becomelinked together in

the animal's mind as indications of potential reward. Onethen says the animal
is

trained.

Negative conditioning works in precisely the sane way. The main differences lie in the fact that the behavior is undesirable, and the reinforcement is
negati ve. Electric shock, chemical doses, physical abuse, and we hopeacoustic stimulation are potential negative reinforcements . Again, the key to

"training"

an animal to avoid a certai n behavior is the linking of a signal with

the prospect of punishment and the linking

of the signal with the behavior.

The reinforcement need not--some would say should not inevitably
follow
the signal.
A random presentation of the reinforcement following the signal has
been found to reduce the hazards of habituation to the signal in animal training
The animal begins to work for the prospect of reward or the prospect of
avoiding punishment! when the signal is presented but cannot be certain that it
will actually appear this time. This uncertainty, I suppose, causes the animal
to have a stake in paying stricter
attention to the signal since it cannot pre-

dict, absolutely, the consequences. This probabalistic reinforcement strategy
is called variable reinforcement.
The probability of receiving the reinforcement should be high when training starts and lower when training is completed
and the

"act"

is

routine.

Application of these concepts to protec$ion of fishery areas with acoustic
aversion is complex and, at this date, not All understood. Someof the possibilities

are described

as experimentation

in the

proceeds.

text

above.

Others

will

occur

to

astute

observers
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